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Introduction
Among the indicated books / reading materials in print, as well as on the lists of digital sources,
reccurence of titles of books, authors and names of several games can be noticed. Most of them is
assigned to the popular genres / categories, which were mentioned in the previous reports.
From the printed sources almost all of the titles contain the elements of an adventure story - with fastpaced action, numerous adventures, constituents of magic, often there is luridness (derived from such
genres as crime or horror - which contain a large dose of violence). The adventure novel/ short story
can be seen as one of the basic categories from which subsequent ones arised.
A subcategory which is the most extensively represented in the reports is fantasy literature,
understood as the one closest to the works of J.R.R. Tolkien - with elements of medieval styling,
fantastic creatures derived from local stories and legends l (Celtic mythology, Slavic, Arthurian myths
etc.) - Tolkien, Sapkowski, Flanagan, Martin, Alberto. The popularity of this kind of books can be
combined with their exceptionally strong impact on the imagination (alternative worlds, references to
the ethos of chivalry, often styled language, fantastic creatures and characters) and construction based
on myth/legend schemes, well-known to boys.
Another important subcategory of adventure stories is science fiction - especially dystopia. This SF
variant is represented on 6 partners' lists by The Hunger Games Trilogy (exception here is CARDET). It
also concerns such novels as Convergent and Metro 2033. The popularity of The Hunger Games Trilogy
by Suzanne Collins joins the attractiveness of the world created - "dark", dangerous, hiding in the
mystery, anti-utopian - and character - a rebellious, courageous, noble one. The protagonists of this
kind of novels are usually at the age similar to the readers of the series, which is another thing in
common for most of these books listed by the project partners. This facilitates the immersion, helps
involved into the story and identify with the hero. In this category there is a strong presence of
elements of horror or thriller genre, there is a relatively large dose of violence, which qualifies them
more for the upper age range than our target group.
Next common category of the titles given is "being a part of a series" - series are very popular among
teenage readers, which can be explained by the desire to enter the world of the novel with longer,
deeper, fuller involvement. Series occur frequently in different subcategories, mainly in adventure SF
literature or adventures with elements of fantasy / magic. A series of Harry Potter appears on 6 lists
(with the exception of ULO). Also other authors such as Creangă, Gaiman, CS Lewis, Maleszka, Paolini,
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a series of Matt Hidalf and A Series of Unfortunate Events can be undeelined here. A specific variant
of this category would be books based on the Mediterranean mythology - works written by R. Riordan
also appeared on 5 lists (exception: UPIT and ENTER).
Other popular subcategories novels / short stories of adventure are: a detective story / the theme of
crime, which is based on the riddle, mystery, investigation (Sherlock Holmes, Ulysses Moore: The Door
to Time, Rafal Kosik, Dan Brown), the classic adventure novel (Mark Twain - 4 books on 3 lists, R.L .
Stevenson, Jack London, M. Cervantes, L. Rebreanu, J.F. Cooper), a classic fairy tale / books with
elements of fairy tales (Peter Pan, Eminecsu, K. Paterson), books with elements of European and world
history (Anne Frank, A. Sapkowski - Hussite Trilogy, John Boyne, M. Zusak).
In addition to the main category (adventure) there are books with graphic elements - graphic novels,
comic books, illustrated books, in which the illustrations are an integral part of the content - Jeff Kinney
(appeared on 4 lists), Little Nicolas (2 llists) The Little Prince (2 lists), The Walking Dead, Dork Diaries,
Chaos comics von Luis. Wehe, einer lacht!, manga, Stilton, Carrot, Marvel Comics.
Another category is the one with popular science books, including journalism: Guinness World Records,
E. de Bono, M. Gladwell, A. Oz, S. Hawking.
Poetry seems to appear extremely rarely on the lists (UPIT, IPCB), reflecting the relatively low interest
in it among boys. Prose is dominating (by the results of the reports), especially the epic stories, firmly
rooted in the tradition of the European novel and reaching to the heroic epics.
In most reports prevails number of titles translated from English and other languages . Titles in national
languages, and therefore with no translations, appeared mostly on lists submitted by UPIT and IPCB.
Repeatability/recurrence of certain titles (Tolkien, Collins, Rowling, Martin) should be combined with
their popularity also obtainable through other medium - film, TV series, video games, comics.
In the case of digital sources mentioned in the reports we are dealing with more diversity, though the
core of the llists are console/PC games and entertainment websites. Those Games can be associated
with the aforementioned category of adventure novel with elements of fantasy and a large dose of
violence.
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1. Literature Review

Doukas

UPIT

FFST

IPCB

CARDET

ENTER

J. R. R.
Tolkien,
Hobbit

Ion Creangă,
Capra cu trei
iezi / The Goat
with three kids
Grigore
Alexandrescu,
Boul şi viţelul /
The Ox and the
Calf

J.K. Rowling,
Harry Potter

Geronimo
Stilton, Há um
pirata na
internet
Joe Carrot, A
Flecha de Fogo

English: Harry
Potter (book
series)

Cherub (spy
novel series

English: Le petit
Nicholas (book
series)

Divergent
(novel,
fiction)

Collaboration
of authors,
The 39 Clues

Barbu
Ştefănescu
Delavrancea,
Domnul Vucea
/ Mister Vucea

Jo Nesbo,
Fart Powder
Series

Jeff Kinney, O
Diário de um
banana 9 Assim
vais longe

English: Oliver
Twist

The Hunger
Games
(science
fiction
trilogy)

Flanagan,
John – series
Zwiadowcy
(Ranger’s
Apprentice)

Jeff Kinney,
Diary of a
Wimpy Kid

Anton Pann,
Povestea vorbii
/ The story of
the word

J.R.R.
Tolkien, The
Hobbit

Suzanne Collins, English:Young
Os jogos da
Sherlock Holmes
fome
(book series)

Warrior Cats
(fantasy
novel series)

Rene
Goscinny,
Little Nicholas

Mihai
Eminescu,
Luceafărul /
The Evening
Star

Ana Maria
Magalhães and
Isabel Alçada,
Uma Aventura
em Timor

English:
Adventures of a
wimpy werewolf
(book series)

Harry Potter
(fantasy
novel series)

Christopher
Paolini,
Inheritance
Cycle

Constantin
Chiriţă,
Cireşarii / The
Cherry Men

Rick
Riordan,
Percy
Jackson and
the
Olympians
Ivana BrlićMažuranić,
Priče iz
davnine/
Tales of
Long Ago

Gladwell,
Malcolm –
Punkt
przełomowy
(Tipping
Point)
Glukhovsky,
Dmitrij –
Metro 2033
(Метро
2033)

Díaz Canales,
Guarnido,
Blacksad
Amarillo

English: The
walking dead
(volumes)

Skulduggery
Pleasant
(fantasy
novel series)

J.K. Rowling,
Harry Potter

J. R. R.
Tolkien, The
Lord of the
Rings
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Mihai
Eminescu, Făt
Frumos din
Lacrimă /
Prince
Charming of
the Tear

C. S. Lewis,
The
Chronicles of
Narnia

Suzanne
Collins, The
Hunger
Games
Trilogy

Robert
Muchamore,
Tsunami(Cheru
b series)

English: Diary of
a Wimpy Kid
(book series)

The Fault in
Our Stars
(realistic
novel)

ULO

Bono,
Edward de –
Naucz się
myśleć
kreatywnie
(Teach
Yourself How
to Think)
Bowden,
Oliver –
Assassin’s
Creed
Collins,
Suzanne –
Igrzyska
śmierci (The
Hunger
Games)

Kosik, Rafał –
series Felix,
Net i Nika
[PL]
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Oliver
Bowden,
Assasin’s
Creed

Mark Twain,
Aventurile lui
Hucklebberry
Finn / The
Adventures of
Huckleberry
Finn

Jeff Kinney,
Diary of a
Wimpy Kid

George R. R.
Martin
(adaptação de
Ben Avery;
Arte: Mike S.
Miller) A
Espada
Ajuramentada.
Histórias de
Dunk & Egg
J. K. Rowlings.
Harry Potter e o
cálice de fogo,
vol. 4

English: A Song
of Ice and Fire
(book series)

The Bane
Chronicles:
What really
happened in
Peru (fantasy
novel series)

Lindo, Elvira
– Mateuszek
series
(Manolito
Gafotas)

Rick Riordan,
The Kane
Chronicles
series

Suzanne
Collins, Jocurile
Foamei / The
Hunger Games

Ephraim
Kishon, My
Family Right
or Wrong

English: Dork
Diaries (book
series)

Maleszka,
Andrzej –
Magiczne
drzewo series
[PL]

Ivan Kušan,
Koko i
duhovi/
Koko and
the ghosts

John Boyne, O
Rapaz do
Pijama às
Riscas

English: Peter
Pan

Liviu Rebreanu,
Pădurea
spânzuraţilor /
The Forest of
the Hanged

Miro
Gavran,
Zaljubljen do
ušiju/Head
over heels in
love

Magalhães,
Álvaro, O
Estranhão.
Acordem-me
quando isto
acabar, nr.2

English: The 39
clues: The maze
of bones

Ion Creangă,
Amintiri din
copilărie /
Memories from
Childhood

Pavao
Pavličić,
Trojica u
Trnju/ Three
boys in Trnje

Roth, Veronica,
Convergente

Guinness World
Records (annual
book series)

Guinness
World
records
(specialist
book,
records)
Eureka!: The
Most
Amazing
Scientific
Discoveries
of All Time
(specialist
book,
scientists)
Rasend
schnell und
tierisch
langsam
(speicialst
book,
different
field:
physics,
geography,
science) No
english
translation
(Meaning:
Incredible
fast and
terribly slow)
Das wollen
Jungs wissen
(specialist
book, love)
No english
translation

Dan Brown,
The Da Vinci
Code

Jack London,
Colţ Alb /
White Fang

Dan Brown,
Inferno

Dan Brown,
Illuminati

Marvel
Comics –
Marvel
Universum
(The
Avangers, Xmen etc.)
Mauri,
Christophe –
series Matt
Hidalf

Oz, Amoz –
Jak uleczyć
fanatyka
(How to Cure
a Fanatic)
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(Meaning:
what boys
want to
know)
Sport
(specialist
book, sports)

Jules Verne, A
Journey to the
Center of the
Earth

H. Beecher –
Stowe, Coliba
unchiului Tom
/ Uncle Tom's
Cabin

Matko
Marušić,
Snijeg u
Split/The
Snow in Split

Philip Reeve e
Sarah McIntyre,
Oliver e as
Perucas do Mar

German : Chaos
comics von Luis.
Wehe, einer
lacht!

Jules Verne,
Twenty
Thousand
Leagues
Under the Sea

James
Fenimore
Cooper,
Ultimul
Mohican / The
last of the
Mohicans
Mark Twain,
Prinţ şi
cerşetor / The
Prince and the
Pauper

Sanja Pilić,
Vidimo se na
fejsu!/ See
you on the
Facebook!

Cowell,
Cressilda, Como
seres um pirata

English: Ulysses
Moore

Diary of a
Wimpy Kid
(Comic novel
series)

Paterson,
Katherine –
Most do
Terabithii
(Bridge to
Terabithia)

Anne Frank,
The Diary of
a Young Girl

Joachim
Masannek, As
feras futebol
clube

English: A series
of unfortunate
events (book
series)

Tom
Gates(Comic
novel series)

Rick, Riordan
– Złodziej
pioruna (The
Lightning
Thief)

Denis Guedj,
The Parrot’s
Theorem

Neil Gaiman,
Pulberea de
stele /
Stardust”

Antoine de
Saint-Éxupéry,
O Principezinho

English: Manga
comic books

The Asterix
adventures
(Comic
series)

Sapkowski,
Andrzej –
Trylogia
husycka [PL]

Apostolos
Doxiadis,
Logicomix: An
Epic Search
for Truth

J. K. Rowling,
Harry Potter
(series)

Malala
Yousafzai, I
Am Malala:
The Girl
Who Stood
Up for
Education
and Was
Shot by the
Taliban
Ferenc
Molnar,
Pavlo's
Street
Heroes

Ducla Soares,
Luisa, Poemas
da mentira e da
verdade

English: Percy
Jackson & the
Olympians
(book series)

Eragon
(fantasy
novel series)

Sapkowski,
Andrzej –
series
Wiedźmin
[PL]

Rick Riordan,
Percy Jackson
and the
Olympians

J. R. R. Tolkien,
Hobbitul / The
Hobbit

Joe
Dunthorne,
Submarine

Markl, Nuno, O
Homem que
Mordeu o Cão

Spanish: Don
Quixote

Bravo (Youth
magazine)

Stevenson
Robert L. –
Wyspa
skarbów
(Treasure
Island)

Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle,
The
Adventures of
Sherlock
Holmes
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Paolini,
Christopher –
Eragon
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Lucy &
Stephen
Hawking,
George's
Secret Key to
the Universe

Robert
Cormier,
Războiul
ciocolatei / The
Chocolate War

Jules Verne,
Around the
World in
Eighty Days

Suzanne
Collins, The
Hunger
Games
(trilogy)

I. L. Caragiale,
O scrisoare
pierdută/ A
lost letter

Mark Twain,
The
Adventures
of
Huckleberry
Finn

Andresen,
Sophia de Mello
Breyner (Sel.),
Primeiro livro
de poesia Poemas em
língua
portuguesa
para a infância
ea
adolescência
Magalhães,
Álvaro,
Triângulo Jota –
A Rosa do Egito

Spanish:
Criptoanimali:
La Perla Del
Drago

The Wave
(realistic
novel)

English: The
little prince

Tolkien, John
R.R. –
Władca
pierścieni
(The Lord of
the Rings)

Zusak,
Markus –
Złodziejka
książek (The
Book Thief)

Summary of nationl reports:
Repeated books, book series and / or authors:
1) Harry Potter series - the title appeared on the 6 lists, with the exception of ULO (during interviews
children acknowledged this series as "outdated", they had already knew it, and they were not
interested to put on a list);
2) The Hunger Games Trilogy (dystopia, science fiction, adventure) - this title appears on 6 lists, with
the exception of Cardet;
3) Books by Mark Twain: 4 books on 3 lists;
4) The Little Prince - 2 lists;
5) The Lord of the Rings - 2 lists;
6) The Hobbit - 2 lists;
7) Books by Jules Verne: 3 books on 2 lists;
8) Rick Riordan's books: 6 books on 5 lists, with the exception of UPIT;
9) Books by Jeff Kinney (graphic novel): 4 lists;
10) Goerge'a R.R .Martin's books: 2 lists (including a graphic adaptation of them);
11) Books about Sherlock Holmes: 2 lists;
12) Books by Christopher Paolini: 3 lists;
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13) Assasin's Creed: 2 lists;
14) Little Nicolas: 2 lists;
15) Eragon: 2 lists.

Description of repeated genres with examples:
- On all the lists the fantasy genre appears; with elements of historical styling, fast-paced action,
fantastic characters (Tolkien, Sapkowski, Flanagan, Martin, Alberto);
- In all cases comics, graphic novels and / or illustrated books in which the illustrations are an integral
part of the content appear - Jeff Kinney's work, Little Nicolas, The Little Prince, The Walking Dead,
Dork Diaries, Chaos Comics von Luis, Wehe, einer lacht !, manga, Stilton, Carrot, Marvel Comics;
Titles belonging to popular culture (based on TV series, games) and classic graphic novels / illustrated
books can be distinguished.
- SF novels, dystopias (The Hunger Games, Convergent, Metro 2033);
- Adventure novels / short stories with elements of fantasy (not fantasy as in the style of Tolkien): A
Series of Unfortunate Events, Creangă, Gaiman, CS Lewis, Maleszka, Harry Potter, Matt Hidalf;
- Classic novels (adventure): Mark Twain, RL Stevenson, Jack London, M. Cervantes, L. Rebreanu, JF
Cooper;
- Classic fairy tales, fantasy fiction: Peter Pan, Eminecsu, K. Paterson;
- Novels with elements of fiction based on mythology: R. Riordan's books;
- Novels / short stories with a crime / detective / adventure plotline, based on the mystery, riddle:
Sherlock Holmes, Ulysses Moore: The Door to Time, Rafal Kosik, Dan Brown;
- Historical books, with elements of European and world history: Anne Frank, A. Sapkowski (Hussite
trilogy), John Boyne, M. Zusak;
- Popular science books / educational books/ journalism: Guinness World Records, de Bono,
Gladwell, Amos Oz, S. Hawking;
- Poetry appears to be extremely rare (UPIT - Luceafărul / The Evening Star, IPCB);
- There is a tendency to indicate books where the characters are the same age as readers or close to
their age;
- Selected titles in majority are novels / short stories of adventure, with fast-paced action, numerous
adventures, elements of magic, often there are elements of horror (derived from such genres as
crime or horror - often contain a large dose of violence);
- Popular book series - engagement, immersion into the world of the series seems to be important
for teenage readers;
- Most national titles, with no translations, appears on the lists UPIT, IPCB and FFST.
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Repeated digital sources:
- FIFA: 3
- League of Legends: 2
- 9 Gag: 2
- Twitch: 2
- Minecraft: 3
- Websites on nature: National Geographic, Animal Planet;
- Portals with eBooks and audiobooks, websites related to books and games - these are the
webpages in national languages; they do not repeat themselves, but the theme is the same;
- Apart from FIFA there are several pages dedicated to sport;
- Popular games, other than LoL and Minecraft - mostly adventure, RPG, GTA;
- In the case of digital sources, generally, there is greater diversity than between the lists of books.

2. Country Reports
2.1. Cyprus
Table 1

List of 20 books per national language

Title 1

Greek: Το ημερολόγιο ενός σπασίκλα (σειρά βιβλίων)
English: Diary of a Wimpy Kid (book series)

Title 2

Greek: Χάρι Πότερ (σειρά βιβλίων)
English: Harry Potter (book series)

Title 3

Greek: Ο μικρός Νικόλας (σειρά βιβλίων)
English: Le petit Nicholas (book series)

Title 4

Greek: Όλιβερ Τουίστ
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English: Oliver Twist
Title 5

Greek: Οι περιπέτειες του νεαρού Σέρλοκ Χολμς (σειρά βιβλίων)
English:Young Sherlock Holmes (book series)

Title 6

Greek: Το ημερολόγιο ενός φυτούκλα λυκάνθρωπου (σειρά βιβλίων)
English: Adventures of a wimpy werewolf (book series)

Title 7

Greek:Οι ζωντανοί νεκροί (τόμοι τευχών)
English: The walking dead (volumes)

Title 8

Greek: Το τραγούδι της φωτιάς και του πάγου (σειρά βιβλίων)
English: A Song of Ice and Fire (book series)

Title 9

Greek:Το ημερολόγιο μίας ξενέρωτης (σειρά βιβλίων)
English: Dork Diaries (book series)

Title 10

Greek: Πίτερ Παν
English: Peter Pan

Title 11

Greek: Τα 39 στοιχεία: Ο λαβύρινθος των σκελετών
English: The 39 clues: The maze of bones

Title 12

Guinness World Records (annual book series)
The books are translated in the Greek language with the same title.

Title 13

Greek: Ο Λούης και τα καρτούν. Έτσι και γελάσεις κανείς!
German : Chaos comics von Luis. Wehe, einer lacht!

Title 14

Greek: Οδυσσέας Μουρ
English: Ulysses Moore

Title 15
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Greek: Μία σειρά από ατυχή γεγονότα (σειρά βιβλίων)
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English: A series of unfortunate events (book series)
Title 16

Greek: Μάνγκα βιβλία κόμικ
English: Manga comic books

Title 17

Greek: Ο Πέρσι Τζάκσον και οι Ολύμπιοι (σειρά βιβλίων)
English: Percy Jackson & the Olympians (book series)

Title 18

Greek: Δον Κιχώτης
Spanish: Don Quixote

Title 19

Greek: Το μαργαριτάρι του δράκου (SOS Κρυπτόζωα)
Spanish: Criptoanimali: La Perla Del Drago

Title 20

Greek: Ο μικρός πρίγκιπας
English: The little prince

Table 2
Short description of the books

1

Author + title

Category with brief description

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

Diary of a
Wimpy Kid
(series)

Graphic Novel- Comic strip.

Befitting a child's diary, the
books are filled with handwritten notes and simple
drawings of Greg's daily
adventures. The reason that
these books are successfull is
found according to their writer J.
Kinney to the fact that the
characters have a slightly
knowing, adult perspective
which is one of the qualities
children find appealing. Also he

from
Jeff Kinney

As provided by Oxford
Dictionaries, a comic strip is “A
sequence of drawings in boxes
that tell an amusing story,
typically printed in a
newspaper or comic book.”
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had stated that “while the books
aren't amoral they are not
infused with morals or a
message either and kids like
that. Kids also like the fact that
Greg is awkward and imperfect.
He's not better than them at
everything; he's struggling to
manage life just as they are”.
2

Harry Potter
(series)
from
J .K. Rowling

3
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Fantasy novel.
In fantasy novels magical
worlds with paranormal
creatures exist. Castles,
dragons, flying animals etc. are
used to strengthen the
narrative of the book and
enhance readers’ imagination.
In fantasy novels heroes are
able to do impossible things. A
distinct characteristic of
fantasy novels is that the
characters and situations
symbolize aspects of the
realistic world.

Le petit Nicholas

Graphic book-Adventure.

(series)

The main characteristic of
adventure books is the action.
The events that take place are

Harry Potter is a lovely little boy
whose fate is reserving a
different life from other children
of his age. After losing his
parents, he is forced to stay with
his uncle, his aunt and his
spoiled cousin. As the years goes
on, Harry continues to suffer
with his relatives, he receives a
letter inviting him to appear at
Hogwarts School, a different
school than others, in a different
world. Then the adventures of
little Harry begin. There are
many reasons why this books
series is appealing. Firstly,
children enjoy reading books
that are movies which became
popular. Secondly, the writing of
the book and its narrative is so
rich, complex and unpredictable
that makes the plot work as a
perfect stimulus to keep on
reading the books. Lastly, their
adventurous character, the
fantastic elements and the
amazing scenes made Harry
Potter one of the most
successful book series of all
time.
The books depict an idealized
version of childhood in 1950s
France. The books are told from
the point of view of Nicholas
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from
René Goscinny

4

Oliver Twist
from
Charles Dickens

5

Young Sherlock
Holmes
(book series)
from
Andrew Lane

6

Adventures of a
wimpy werewolf

happening fast and with
tension. Heroes that participate
in the adventure experience
uncommon and extraordinary
situations unlike the everyday
life.

himself, which gives the book a
distinct and personal sense of
humor. The humor derives from
Nicolas' misunderstanding of
adults' behavior. The success of
these books lies in their rich
graphic designs, their humor and
the easy language. This prevents
the reader from feeling bored.
Also an extra motivational factor
can be the fact that the reader
doesn’t experience language
difficulty.

Novel.

How is a little child who
becomes orphan after his birth
In novel books the life and
struggling; How could he survive
adventure of the main
all these misfortunes his destiny
character is introduced through
has for him? Thanks to hope.
a plot. The events of the book
After experiencing some
are related to reality. As
incredible adventures, he
provided by Oxford Dictionaries
manages to learn the secret of
it is “A fictitious prose narrative
his origin and to find again his
of book length, typically
family. This book can be
representing character and
appealing to children as it offers
action with some degree of
an adventure with strong
realism”.
characters and a hero who can
overcome the obstacles of life.
Detective fiction.
In these books a series of
crimes or unexplained events
must be investigated in order
to reach a conclusion about
what happened. The main
character of the book is a
detective either professional or
amateur who is trying to shed
light on the cases.
Fiction- Werewolfs.

The books are based on Arthur
Conan Doyle's detective
Sherlock Holmes. They depict his
young years as a teenager in the
1860s. Smart dialogues, action
and a plot that keeps the
interest of the reader alive in
moments that the life of
Sherlock is hanging by a thread
makes the reading of each book
an enjoyable experience.
A 15 year-old nerd and awful in
sports gradually discovers that
he has become a werewolf. In
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from
Tim Collins

7

The walking
dead
(issues)
from
Robert Kirkman

8

A Song of Ice and
Fire
(book series)
from
George R.R.
Martin

15

The main character of these
books is a werewolf but the
book also includes other
anthorpomorfous beasts. Such
stories may include heroes with
supernatural powers and
abilities and serve as allegories
and symbolic meanings.

his diary he describes his new
life and all the embarrassing
moments experienced in
everyday life. He also describes
the great adventure that brings
him in touch with an old
acquaintance, a vampire. It’s a
series of books which can be
easily read, have humor and are
enjoyable. The book covers are
colorful and catch the readers’
attention.

Comic book.

This comic books chronicle the
travels of the sheriff Rick
Grimes, his family and other
survivors of a zombie
apocalypse. Comics are always
appealing to adolescents. What
is more, the realistic scenarios of
this comic series, the well-made
characters and the sense that no
one is safe are continually
creating an atmosphere of
suspence and keep the readers’
tension.

The writer’s expression is being
externalized through the form
of visual information combined
with text in word balloons. The
characters are drawings that
are put on a scenery through
juxtaposed sequences of
images (either black and white
of colored).

Fantasy Novel.
In fantasy novels magical
worlds with paranormal
creatures exist. Castles,
dragons, flying animals etc. are
used to strengthen the
narrative of the book and
enhance readers’ imagination.
In fantasy novels heroes are
able to do impossible things. A
distinct characteristic of
fantasy novels is that the
characters and situations
symbolize aspects of the
realistic world.

A series of books full of
adventure and mystery. In a
world where winters last
decades, kings and queens are
involved in intriguing games of
power. Knights and wizards,
nobles and murderers are
connected in unpredictable ways
in a continuous change of
history. The series of these
books is very popular because of
the popularity of the TV series
but also because it offers
unsettling and continuous plot
changes which keep the readers’
interest alive until the last page.
The popularity of the TV series
has become a subject of
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discussion in different agegroups and the details that are
offered in the books act as
motivators for fans to be fully
informed.
9

Graphic Novel- Comic strip. As
provided by Oxford
Dictionaries, a comic strip is “A
sequence of drawings in boxes
that tell an amusing story,
typically printed in a
newspaper or comic book.”

It is an illustrated book with
many humorous things that
happen to a girl named Nikki
Maxwell, as she struggles to fit
in and survive middle school.
Girls are crazy about this book
and it seems that boys are
interested to know what girls
do, how they think about the
boys, etc. Also, the books offer
funny dialogues, cool characters
and well-drawn illustrations.

Peter Pan

Fantasy Novel.

from

In fantasy novels magical
worlds with paranormal
creatures exist. Castles,
dragons, talking animals, fairies
etc. are used to strengthen the
narrative of the book and
enhance readers’ imagination.
In fantasy novels heroes are
able to do impossible things. A
distinct characteristic of
fantasy novels is that the
characters and situations
symbolize aspects of the
realistic world.

The adventures take place in
Neverland. The book offers
humor and thrills for young
readers. The non-stop action will
keep the interest of the reader
undiminished to the last page.
This book is appealing to
teenagers as it offers a story full
of action, many adventures and
funny moments.

Dork Diaries
(book series)
from
Rachel Renee
Russell

10

J. M. Barrie

11

The 39 clues: The
maze of bones
from
Rick Riordan

Adventure Novel.

Amy and Dan Cahill, two
orphans, discover, upon their
The main characteristic of
grandmother Grace's death, that
adventure books is the action.
they are part of the powerful
The events that take place are
Cahill family, whose members
happening fast and with
constantly fight each other for
tension. Heroes that participate
Clues, which are ingredients to a
in the adventure experience
mysterious serum. The series is
uncommon and extraordinary
special because it is the first
interactive book series that
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12

Guinness World
Records
(annual book
series)

13

Chaos comics
von Luis. Wehe,
einer lacht!
from
Dagmar Geisler

14

Ulysses Moore:
The Door to
Time
from

17

situations unlike the everyday
life.

readers participate actively
trying to find first, even before
the two main heroes, the 39
clues, which can be found in two
main ways: through books, or
playing and participating in
missions on the internet, via the
website www.39clues.gr. This
interactive and mysterious
character of the books and the
fact that readers can be engaged
in online activities increases the
probability to be on of the
reading choices for adolescents
also.

Reference Book.

It’s a book that presents
thousands of new and updated
records, along with hundreds of
amazing never-before-seen
photographs. The record is
crazy, improbable and possibly
meaningless and thus generates
the interest of teenage boys.

These books contain many
useful facts that are presented
in an organized informational
manner. Books as such are
encyclopedias, dictionaries,
yearbooks etc.

Graphic Novel- Comic strip. As
provided by Oxford
Dictionaries, a comic strip is “A
sequence of drawings in boxes
that tell an amusing story,
typically printed in a
newspaper or comic book.”

A stolen memory card from
Louis’ camera. A family that
must leave home. A dog
kidnapping. A clever plan and a
very helpful teenage sister. Louis
tries to participate in the
cartoon competition, but always
something stands as a barrier.
The book is funny and has many
cartoon illustrations. The
language is easy to follow and
the cover is colorful and
attractive to readers.

Adventure Novel.

The twins Jason and Julia just
moved from the noisy London to
the old house in isolated Klimor
Cove. With surprise they
discovered that their new house

The main characteristic of
adventure books is the action.
The events that take place are
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15

Pierdomenico
Baccalario

happening fast and with
tension. Heroes that participate
in the adventure experience
uncommon and extraordinary
situations unlike the everyday
life.

A Series of
Unfortunate
Events

Adventure Novel.

(book series)
from
Lemony Snicket

has many underground cellars
and strange relics from around
the world. During a game, Jason
and Julia and their best friend
Rick, find a mysterious door
behind a closet. What's behind
the door? And why someone
tried to hide it?. The narration is
plain and very visual. The
combination of realism and
fantasy works perfectly and the
notion of children as heroes
facing the world is very
convincing. The mysterious
atmosphere and the fast-paced
plot makes this book
undoubtedly one of the best
suggestions for young readers.

The story of three kids after
their parents' death in a house
The main characteristic of
fire. The children are placed in
adventure books is the action.
the custody of their distant
The events that take place are
cousin/uncle, who attempts to
happening fast and with
steal their inheritance. After the
tension. Heroes that participate
kids are removed from his care
in the adventure experience
by their parents' estate
uncommon and extraordinary
executor, their uncle begins to
situations unlike the everyday
doggedly hunt the children
life.
down, bringing about the serial
slaughter and demise of a
multitude of characters. The
book series is entertaining. It
presents sympathetic characters
that are able to overcome the
difficulties and solve the one
problem after the other and this
interests boys. Also, another
important element is the fact
that adults in the books act in
ways that children cannot
explain and thus helps young
readers to identify themselves in
the heroes of the books.

18

16

Manga comic
books
from
Japanese
creators
published by
Shueisha,
Kodansha,
Shogakukan,
Square Enix

17

Percy Jackson
and the lightning
thief
from
Rick Riordan

19

Manga.
This style of comics is very
distinctive. The main
characteristic is that it uses
images in order to present the
emotions and the internal state
of the characters. The medium
includes works in a broad range
of genres: action-adventure,
romance, sports and games,
historical drama, comedy,
science fiction and fantasy,
mystery, suspense, detective,
horror, sexuality, and
business/commerce, among
others depending on the theme
and the writer’s aim.
Fantasy Novel.
In fantasy novels magical
worlds with paranormal
creatures exist. Castles,
dragons, talking animals, fairies
etc. are used to strengthen the
narrative of the book and
enhance readers’ imagination.
In fantasy novels heroes are
able to do impossible things. A
distinct characteristic of
fantasy novels is that the
characters and situations
symbolize aspects of the
realistic world.

Comics created in Japan, or by
Japanese creators in the
Japanese language, conforming
to a style developed in Japan in
the late 19th century. Manga
comics are translated in many
languages and are very popular
among teenagers. Because of
the broad range of genres that
can be provided through a large
number of themes and also
because of their comic character
with distinct figures and images,
Manga has become of the main
reading trends nowadays.

Perseus is a twelve-year boy
from New York, with dyslexia
and cleavage syndrome of
attention - at least so say the
experts. Having eliminated for
the sixth time since the school,
discovers one day the truth
about all the weird happening.
It's actually a demigod, the son
of a god and a mortal woman ...
The worst thing is that the gods
are angry with him and have
sent several monsters in the
wake of. He has stolen the
thunder of Zeus and Percy is
considered the prime suspect.
The theft has sown discord
among the gods and a Third
World War looks more menacing
than ever. This book is based on
the Greek mythology and the
reader can experience suspense
in an atmosphere where the
good forces are struggling with
the evil and supernatural
creatures like gods or monsters
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can become both friends and
enemies.
18

Don Quixote
from
Miguel de
Cervantes

19

Criptoanimali: La
Perla Del Drago
from
Melis Alberto

20

The little prince

Novel.

This novel narrates the story of
the dreamer Don Quixote, who
In novel books the life and
suddenly decides to become a
adventure of the main
knight to defend the weak
character is introduced through
people and the persecuted,
a plot. The events of the book
together with Sancho Panza,
are related to reality. As
which will become entangled in
provided by Oxford Dictionaries
a thousand adventures
it is “A fictitious prose narrative
sometimes entertaining,
of book length, typically
sometimes dramatic. Don
representing character and
Quixote is a pleasant book
action with some degree of
character. Teenagers enjoy the
realism”.
funny adventures in which he is
involved and the way he creates
his own reality. The flow of
language is easy and the
chapters are short with
illustrations. This book is
recommmended in the school
curicculum.

Fantasy Novel.
In fantasy novels magical
worlds with paranormal
creatures exist. Castles,
dragons, talking animals, fairies
etc. are used to strengthen the
narrative of the book and
enhance readers’ imagination.
In fantasy novels heroes are
able to do impossible things. A
distinct characteristic of
fantasy novels is that the
characters and situations
symbolize aspects of the
realistic world.
Fantasy Novel.
In fantasy novels magical
worlds with paranormal

It is the story of three kids that
have discovered hiding the
general headquarters of SOS
Criptoanimali, a mysterious
organization that protects the
fantastic creatures, founded by
two real ghosts ..! The book
story is enhanced with beautiful
illustrations and teenagers find
the plot well-written and
exciting.

The Little Prince is a poetic tale,
with watercolour illustrations by
the author, in which a pilot

20

from

Antoine de SaintExupéry

creatures exist. Castles,
dragons, talking animals, fairies
etc. are used to strengthen the
narrative of the book and
enhance readers’ imagination.
In fantasy novels heroes are
able to do impossible things. A
distinct characteristic of
fantasy novels is that the
characters and situations
symbolize aspects of the
realistic world.

stranded in the desert meets a
young prince fallen to Earth
from a tiny asteroid. The story is
philosophical and includes social
criticism, remarking on the
strangeness of the adult world.
This novel is well-known to boys
since it is implemented in the
school’s curriculum. It is an
appealing book because it is a
small book with many
illustrations, easy flow and clear
text.

Additional Comments:
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Table 3
List of 10 digital sources (applications, games, webpages, FB pages etc.)

Title 1

Football Quiz Application
(Ποδοσφαιρικό Κουίζ Εφαρμογή)

Available at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sql.podosfairikoquiz&hl
=el
Title 2

Wild Web Woods
(Μέσα στο άγριο δάσος του ιστού)

Available at:
http://www.wildwebwoods.org/popup.php?lang=gr
Title 3

Little Reader
(Μικρός Αναγνώστης)
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Available at:
http://www.mikrosanagnostis.gr/
Title 4

animalplanet.gr

Available at:
http://www.animalplanet.gr/
Title 5

Comics WIKI
(ΚΟΜΙΞ WIKI)

Available at:
https://el-gr.facebook.com/komixwiki (facebook page)
http://el.komix.wikia.com/wiki/%CE%9A%CE%9F%CE%9C%CE%99%CE%9E_
Wiki (Website)
Title 6

It’s not a fairytale
(Δεν είναι παραμύθι)

Available at:
http://www.deneinaiparamithi.gr/ (Book1)
http://book2.deneinaiparamithi.gr/#/home (Book2)
Title 7

The rainmakers
(Οι βροχοποιοί)

Available at:
http://www.vrohopoioi.gr/
Title 8

FunnyStuff.gr

Available at:
http://www.funnystuff.gr/
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Title 9

Honoloko

Available at:
http://honoloko.eea.europa.eu/Honoloko.html
Title 10

Photodentro LOR
(Φωτόδεντρο)

Available at:
http://photodentro.edu.gr/lor/

Table 4
Short description of digital sources

1

Author + title

Category with brief
description

Description of book
action and features
that may interest
boys

Football Quiz Application

Quiz.

(Ποδοσφαιρικό Κουίζ Εφαρμογή)

A quiz with questions about
the Greek football.

The application offers
lots of questions
which are frequently
updated (every week).
It also presents the
high scores and
statistical information
about the success
rate.

from
Greece Android

Available at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details
?id=com.sql.podosfairikoquiz&hl=el

2

Wild Web Woods

Digital Game.

(Μέσα στο άγριο δάσος του ιστού)

This digital game is part of
the Council of Europe
program "Building a Europe
for and with children". The
game is designed to help
children understand the
Internet and provides them

from
Council Of Europe
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This is an interactive
game with funny
cartoon characters
and easy navigation. It
is related to
computers and users
can customize the
heroes of the game.
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Available at:
http://www.wildwebwoods.org/popup.ph
p?lang=gr

3

Little Reader
(Μικρός Αναγνώστης)
from
National Book Center of Greece

Available at:
http://www.mikrosanagnostis.gr/

4

with the skills to use it
wisely while playing and
having fun.

E-books & Audio books.

Children from
different ages can
The available books are
choose an e-book
appropriate for children
according to its size
and teenagers from 3 to 13
and cover. This site
years old. This site has been
offers book
awarded in 2011 with the
suggestions, free eEuropean Award for the
books and audio
Best Children’s Online
books, writing tasks
Content.
with awards,
information about
writers and other staff
related to children’s
interests.

animalplanet.gr

Information/

from

Entertainment.

Animal Planet

A site which offers
information about the
animals of the world.

Available at:
http://www.animalplanet.gr/

5

Comics WIKI

Comics.

(ΚΟΜΙΞ WIKI)

This site is a repository of
old comic issues.The
facebook page provides
information about comic
issues, comic heroes, comic
creators or other stuff that
interest users.

from
Περιοδικό ΚΟΜΙΞ

Available at:

Contains articles,
stories, news and
information about the
animals of our planet.
It provides useful
advices for pet
owners. Also, there
are funny videos and
images with animals.
A website that
enables users to read
online or download
comic books for free.

https://el-gr.facebook.com/komixwiki
(facebook page)
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http://el.komix.wikia.com/wiki/%CE%9A%
CE%9F%CE%9C%CE%99%CE%9E_Wiki
(Website)

6

It’s not a fairytale

Information/

(Δεν είναι παραμύθι)

Enviromental education.

from

An e-book which offers
information about the
environment.

Rascal Α.Ε

Available at:
http://www.deneinaiparamithi.gr/ (Book1)
http://book2.deneinaiparamithi.gr/#/hom
e (Book2)

7

The rainmakers

Adventure/Mystery/

(Οι βροχοποιοί)

Environment.

from

The site offers information
about energy saving.

Center for Renewable Energy Sources and
Saving

Available at:
http://www.vrohopoioi.gr/

8

FunnyStuff.gr

Information/

from

Entertainment.

FunnyStuff.gr

25

An online interactive
book with 3D cartoon
characters which
helps readers develop
environmental
awareness and
recycling habits. The
user is able to enter
the world of recycling
in a simple and
imaginative way. In
the story the
protagonist Mr.
Adiaforoglou tries to
educate his three
neighbors, Mr.
Peravrechi, Ms.
Dememeli and Mr.
Amalachi for the
recycling of lamps.
A webiste based on
the trilogy of Klaus
Hagerup. The story of
a young boy and his
adventures related to
nature, energy,
environment and
climate. It offers three
pdf books with a free
download option,
games and short
movies about smart
advices for saving
energy.
A website with jokes
and “did you know”
information. On this
website one can find
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A site with many funny
stuff.

jokes, funny pictures
and photos, funny
videos, funny sound
files, funny texts,
words and sayings,
games, brilliant
strange and bizarre
things.

Honoloko

Digital game.

from

A game about the
improvement of health
habits and the
environment.

A digital game
translated in Greek
about environmental
awareness.It offers
useful information
about the polution
and in the quizess one
can find possible ways
to protect the
environment.

Available at:
http://www.funnystuff.gr/

9

European Environment Agency in cooperation with the WHO Regional Office
for Europe

Available at:
http://honoloko.eea.europa.eu/Honoloko.
html
10

Photodentro LOR

Learning Material.

(Φωτόδεντρο)

Photodentro LOR supports
browsing, free text search,
and faceted search,
allowing users to narrow
search results by applying
multiple filters, such as
learning resources type,
educational context, etc.

from
CTI DIOPHANTUS-Computer Technology
Institute & Press

Available at:
http://photodentro.edu.gr/lor/

It serves as the Greek
National Learning
Object Repository
(LOR) for Primary and
Secondary Education.
It hosts learning
objects, which are
small, self-contained,
reusable units of
learning resources,
tagged with
educational metadata.
Also, the website
offers videos with
experiments, inquiryoriented activities,
dynamic simulations,
images, educational
games, 3D maps, and
other exercises.

Additional Comments:
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2.2. Austria
Table 1

List of 20 books per national language

Title 1

Das Schicksal ist ein mieser Verräter
The Fault in Our Stars (realistic novel)

Title 2

Top Secret – Der Agent
Cherub (spy novel series

Title 3

Die Bestimmung
Divergent (novel, fiction)

Title 4

Tribute von Panem
The Hunger Games (science fiction trilogy)

Title 5

Warrior Cats
Warrior Cats (fantasy novel series)

Title 6

Harry Potter
Harry Potter (fantasy novel series)

Title 7

Skulduggery Pleasant
Skulduggery Pleasant (fantasy novel series)

Title 8

Die Chroniken des Magnus Bane
The Bane Chronicles: What really happened in Peru (fantasy novel series)

Title 9

Guinness Buch der Rekorde
Guinness World records (specialist book, records)
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Title 10

Forscher – Die größten wissenschaftlichen Entdeckungen aller Zeiten

Title 11

Eureka!: The Most Amazing Scientific Discoveries of All Time (specialist book,
scientists)
Rasend schnell und tierisch langsam (speicialst book, different field: physics,
geography, science)
- No english translation
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(Meaning: Incredible fast and terribly slow)
Title 12

Title 13

Das wollen Jungs wissen (specialist book, love)
- No english translation
(Meaning: what boys want to know)
Sport
Sport (specialist book, sports)

Title 14

Greg´s Tagebücher
Diary of a Wimpy Kid (Comic novel series)

Title 15

Tom Gates
Tom Gates(Comic novel series)

Title 16

Die Knickerbocker Bande
The Knickerbocker Gang (Detective series)

Title 17

Asterix
The Asterix adventures (Comic series)

Title 18

Eragon
Eragon (fantasy novel series)

Title 19

Bravo
- No english translation
Bravo (Youth magazine)

Title 20

Die Welle
The Wave (realistic novel)
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Table 2
Short description of the books

1

Author + title

Category with brief description

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

The Fault in our
stars

Realistic novel

Despite the tumor-shrinking
medical miracle that has bought
Hazel a few years, Hazel has never
been anything but terminal, her
final chapter inscribed upon
diagnosis. But when a gorgeous
plot twist named Augustus
Waters suddenly appears at
Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel's
story is about to be completely
rewritten.Insightful, bold,
irreverent, and raw. Hazel and
Gus fall in love and they fly to
Amsterdam to find the author of
Hazels most appreciated book –
Peter van Houten. This book was
also picturised. »It's a gripping
read, featuring two compelling
characters, that deals sensitively
and even humorously with a
difficult situation without
descending into mawkishness »
(the Guardian). The book deals
with serious topics that are
presented embedded in a love
story, friendship and a big portion
of humour. The interesting part
might be that things that adults
usually don’t talks about in front
of children are normal parts in the
life of main characters and are
presented in a humoristic way but
full of emotions at the same time.

from
John Greene

2

Cherub (series)
From
Robert
Muchamore

29

A type of novel characterized
as the fictional attempt to give
the effect of realism by
representing complex
characters with mixed motives
who are rooted in a social class,
operate in a highly developed
social structure, interact with
many other characters, and
undergo plausible and
everyday modes of experience.

Spy novel / spy fiction
Spy fiction, a genre of literature
involving espionage as an
important context or plot

Top Secret is a adolescent spy
novel cycle. Young adults are
trained on the CHERUB-campus
to become agents who than
participate at different missions.
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device, emerged in the early
twentieth century, inspired by
rivalries and intrigues between
the major powers, and the
establishment of modern
intelligence agencies. As a
genre, spy fiction is
thematically related to the
novel of adventure and thriller.

CHERUB is subordinate to the
British M15 secret service.
Initially, the series follows James
Choke, better known as James
Adams (his adopted name at
CHERUB), as he enters CHERUB
and performs various missions.
However, the focus later turns
to his sister Lauren and several
other characters who work
alongside him, and in separate
missions. The initial series of
twelve novels runs from the
recruitment of Adams to his
retirement from CHERUB at age
seventeen. The Aramov series of
CHERUB follows Ryan Sharma,
another CHERUB agent, however
James Adams is re-introduced as
a CHERUB staff member.
Interesting because it allows
readers to 'grow up with the
characters’. Mix of adventure
and espionage.

3

Divergent

Fiction novel

from

A novel is a long narrative,
normally in prose, which
describes fictional characters
and events, usually in the form
of a sequential story. Typical
elements of a novel are how
the narrative, and especially
the plot, is constructed; the
themes, settings, and
characterization; how language
is used; and the way that plot,
character, and setting relate to
reality. A literary work whose
content is produced by the
imagination and is not
necessarily based on fact. The
word fiction can also as a label
refer to longer works of

Veronica Roth

There are five fractions, five
absolutly different kinds of way
of lives. Beatrice, a sixteen year
old girl has to choose one of
these five ways of life for her
own. Her decision will determine
her whole life. The choosed
fraction will be her family for the
rest of her life. But the aptitude
test tells that Beatrice is an
undefined with no clear
reference to one fraction – she
has lots of talents.
The novel is the first of the
Divergent trilogy, a series of
young-adult dystopian novels set
in the Divergent Universe. The
novel Divergent features a postapocalyptic version of Chicago
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4

The Hunger
Games
(trilogy)

from

Suzanne Collins
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imaginative prose. The
category of literature
comprising works of this kind,
including novels and short
stories

and follows Beatrice "Tris" Prior
as she explores her identity
within a society that defines its
citizens by their social and
personality-related affiliation
with five factions, which
removes the threat of anyone
exercising independent will and
re-threatening the population's
safety. Underlying the action
and dystopian focused main plot
is a romantic subplot between
Tris and one of her instructors in
the Dauntless faction,
nicknamed Four. Typical topics
such as adult authority and the
transition from childhood to
maturity combined with motifs
of places of violence and social
structure.

Fiction Novel.

It is written in the voice of 16year-old Katniss Everdeen, who
lives in the dystopian, postapocalyptic nation of Panem in
North America. The Capitol, a
highly advanced metropolis,
exercises political control over
the rest of the nation. The
Hunger Games is an annual
event in which one boy and one
girl aged 12–18 from each of the
twelve districts surrounding the
Capitol are selected by lottery to
compete in a televised battle to
the death. The main classical
source of inspiration came from
the Greek myth. A
contemporary source of
inspiration was Collins's recent
fascination with reality television
programmes. The catching plot
with elements of adventure,
science fiction, competition and
many links to nowadays global

A novel is a long narrative,
normally in prose, which
describes fictional characters
and events, usually in the form
of a sequential story. Typical
elements of a novel are how
the narrative, and especially
the plot, is constructed; the
themes, settings, and
characterization; how language
is used; and the way that plot,
character, and setting relate to
reality. A literary work whose
content is produced by the
imagination and is not
necessarily based on fact. The
word fiction can also as a label
refer to longer works of
imaginative prose. The
category of literature
comprising works of this kind,
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5

Warrior Cats
(book series)

from

Andrew Lane

including novels and short
stories

transparency make the content
very easy to pick up for young
readers.

Fantasy novel

In this fantasy novels cats live in
four different clans – the
« thunder clan, river clan, wind
clan, shadow clan » They are
fighting with their clan for their
life. Each member has one
special function in the clan. And
they have a strong faith to the
star clan – where their ancestors
live. Attracting topics: forbidden
love, reactions of different
faiths meeting each other, and
characters being a mix of good
and bad.

Fantasy has been distinguished
from other forms of literature
by its style and its freedom of
expression wherein an author
has the ability to use any storytelling element to strengthen
the narrative; whether it is
dragons, magic and castles or
the lack thereof. Authors often
engage in ‘world building’,
constructing a framework or
entire world against which the
narrative plays out.
Symbolism often plays a
significant role in fantasy
literature, often through the
use of archetypal figures
inspired by earlier texts or
folklore.

6

Harry Potter
(series)
from

J .K. Rowling

Fantasy novel
A series of many genres,
including fantasy, coming of
age, and the British school
story (with elements of
mystery, thriller, adventure,
and romance), it has many
cultural meanings and
references. According to
Rowling, the main theme is
death. There are also many
other themes in the series,
such as prejudice and
corruption.

The series chronicles the
adventures of a young wizard,
Harry Potter, the titular
character, and his friends Ronald
Weasley and Hermione Granger,
all of whom are students at
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry. The main story
arc concerns Harry's quest to
overcome the Dark wizard Lord
Voldemort, who aims to become
immortal, conquer the wizarding
world, subjugate non-magical
people, and destroy all those
who stand in his way, especially
Harry Potter.
The books are very exciting as
many surprising and
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unpredictable turns appear.
Friendship, adventure, school,
family, problems with other kids
at school and family are included
in a world full of magic. By going
from one volume to the next the
reader can “grow up” with the
main characters and many topics
7

Skulduggery
Pleasant
(series)

from

Derek Landy

Fantasy novel
Fantasy has been distinguished
from other forms of literature
by its style and its freedom of
expression wherein an author
has the ability to use any storytelling element to strengthen
the narrative; whether it is
dragons, magic and castles or
the lack thereof. Authors often
engage in ‘world building’,
constructing a framework or
entire world against which the
narrative plays out.
Symbolism often plays a
significant role in fantasy
literature, often through the
use of archetypal figures
inspired by earlier texts or
folklore.

8

The Bane
Chronicles
(series)

from

Cassandra Clare
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Fantasy novel
Fantasy has been distinguished
from other forms of literature
by its style and its freedom of
expression wherein an author
has the ability to use any storytelling element to strengthen
the narrative; whether it is
dragons, magic and castles or
the lack thereof. Authors often
engage in ‘world building’,
constructing a framework or

Skulduggery Pleasant is a living
skeleton. It is an element wizard.
It can influence fire, water, air
and earth like it wants. It fights
against the evil to save mankind.
It tries to keep magic secret, but
Stephanie Edgley discovers the
magic and therefore a world of
miracles and danger. She drops
into lots of adventures and
Skulduggery always rescue her in
last minute.
Typical topics as attractive pageturner elements: horror,
comedy, mystery, and fantasy
genres with characters to
identify with.

Magnus Bane is the top wizard
in Brooklyn and has experienced
lot in his life – the French
Revolution in Paris, stock market
crash in New York or life in early
London. Magnus was part of
them all – also with his magic.
He is a happy fun-loving
daredevil and if a situation gets
too dangerous than the
enveloping magic shine will help.
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entire world against which the
narrative plays out.
Symbolism often plays a
significant role in fantasy
literature, often through the
use of archetypal figures
inspired by earlier texts or
folklore.
9

Guinness World
Records
(annual book
series)

10

Eureka!: The
Most Amazing
Scientific
Discoveries of All
Time
from
Mike Goldsmith

11

Rasend schnell
und tierisch
langsam
(no EN
translation)
from
Jürgen Brater,
Irma Schick

Specialis book, scientist

It’s a book that presents
thousands of new and updated
Specialist books include general
records, along with hundreds of
knowledge of the world with
amazing never-before-seen
facts, books with experiments
photographs. The record is
and with specialists themes,
crazy, improbable and possibly
dictionaries, monographs...
meaningless and thus generates
the interest of teenage boys.

Specialis book, scientist

The real stories behind the most
important scientific discoveries:
Specialist books include general
NIKOLAUS KOPERNIKUS : the sun
knowledge of the world with
is the centre of the universe
facts, books with experiments
RICHARD OWEN the life of
and with specialists themes,
dinosaur LOUIS PASTEUR antidictionaries, monographs...
rabies inoculation MARIE CURIE
makes radioactivity useable
ALBERT EINSTEIN solves the
mystery of space and time
GEORGES LEMAITRE explains the
start of the univers FRANCIS And
lots more researcher stories are
included.
Specialis book, scientist

60 extreme differences, which
really are amazing! Is there
Specialist books include general
really a bird, who has more
knowledge of the world with
weight than a wale? Is there
facts, books with experiments
really a city, which is so big, that
and with specialists themes,
more than one country can take
dictionaries, monographs...
place in it? In this books extreme
contrasts are described on
factual well-grounded
information.
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12

Das wollen Jungs
wissen
(no EN
translation)
From
Uta Weber

13

Sport
from
Tim Hammond

14

Diary of a
Wimpy Kid
(series)
from

Specialis book, love

In this book, boys find
information and advices to all
Specialist books include general
themes which are important at
knowledge of the world with
the age of 12 and more.
facts, books with experiments
Information about the changes
and with specialists themes,
of the body, tips with love and
dictionaries, monographs...
relationships. What´s about the
first date? What is the perfect
first kiss? What do you need to
know about the first sexual
contact. There are also adresses
and contacts of contact persons
to the topics.
Specialis book, sports

This is an exciting and
informative guide to the history
Specialist books include general
and rules of the world's major
knowledge of the world with
sports. Color photographs of
facts, books with experiments
modern and antique sports
and with specialists themes,
equipment offer a view of the
dictionaries, monographs...
development of each game, its
most exciting features, and the
special skills needed by the
players. See the inside of a
baseball, how tennis rackets
have changed in the last 100
years, how soccer balls are
made, and how "antifreeze"
liquid helps prevent injuries and
much more.
Comic novel
Traditional text is combined
with comic drawing and
pictures.

Jeff Kinney

15

Tom Gates
(series)
from
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Comic novel
Traditional text is combined
with comic drawing and
pictures.

The stories are taken from the
real life of the author and are
telling about the all day life of
Greg Heffley – with lots of fun.
Combination of text and comic
drawings, stories from real life,
characters with adult
perspective but not « perfect »
The main character is a ten year
old boy, named Tom. He tells in
the books about his all day
experiences: his embarrasing
parents, terrible teachers and
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Liz Pichon

16

The
Knickerbocker
Gang
from
Thomas Brezina

17

The Adventures
of Asterix
(series)
from
René Goscinny
and Albert
Uderzo

annoying class mates. And he
tells about the « DogZombies » a
band which he has founded with
his friend Derek. The book is
laid out in cartoon style with lots
of drawings. It is Tom's diary and
the writing looks like
handwriting not print. You can
even see the smudgy page
where he scribbled something
then dripped water on it
because he forgot to do his
homework and didn't want to
get told off.
Detective novel
Crime fiction is the literary
genre that fictionalises crimes,
their detection, criminals, and
their motives. It is usually
distinguished from mainstream
fiction and other genres such
as science fiction or historical
fiction, but boundaries can be,
and indeed are, blurred. It has
several subgenres, including
detective fiction.

Stories about junior detectives
called Axel, Poppi, Lilo and
Dominik, who solve mysteries.
The four friends Axel, Lilo, Poppi
and Dominik, the Knickerbocker
Gang, are needed around the
world: In Austria they chase a
snow monster, in Turkey they
win the fight against the
Zombie-sword, in China they
prevent the theft of Pandas and
discover a treasure. Under the
leadership of Lilo, the super
brain of the gang, they hold
firmly together even if they
sometimes disagree and that’s
how they get through all their
adventures.

Comic

The series follows the exploits of
a village of indomitable Gauls as
Comics is a medium used to
they resist Roman occupation.
express ideas via images, often
They do so by means of a magic
combined with text or other
potion, brewed by their druid
visual information. Comics
called Getafix in the English
frequently takes the form of
translations, which gives the
juxtaposed sequences of panels
recipient superhuman strength.
of images. Often textual
The protagonist Asterix along
devices such as speech
with his friend Obelix have
balloons, captions, and
various adventures. Many of the
onomatopoeia indicate
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dialogue, narration, sound
effects, or other information.
Size and arrangement of panels
contribute to narrative pacing.

stories have them travel to
foreign countries, though others
are set in and around their
village. Nice combination of
history, adventure, humour and
magic. Especially the “team” of
clever Asterix and clumsy Obelix
solving all challenges make
comic very attractive.

Eragon

Fantasy novel

(series)

Fantasy has been distinguished
from other forms of literature
by its style and its freedom of
expression wherein an author
has the ability to use any storytelling element to strengthen
the narrative; whether it is
dragons, magic and castles or
the lack thereof. Authors often
engage in ‘world building’,
constructing a framework or
entire world against which the
narrative plays out.

The book tells the story of a
young farm boy named Eragon,
who finds a mysterious stone in
the mountains. A dragon he
later names Saphira hatches
from the stone, which was really
an egg. When the evil King
Galbatorix finds out about
Eragon and his dragon, he sends
his servants, the Ra'zac, after
them in an effort to capture
them. Eragon and Saphira are
forced to flee from their
hometown, and decide to search
for the Varden, a group of rebels
who want to see the downfall of
Galbatorix.

from
Christopher
Paolini

Symbolism often plays a
significant role in fantasy
literature, often through the
use of archetypal figures
inspired by earlier texts or
folklore.
19

20

Bravo
(monthly
magazine)

Youth magazine

The Wave

Realistic novel

from

A type of novel characterized
as the fictional attempt to give
the effect of realism by

Todd Strasser
under the pen
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Bravo is the largest teen
magazine within the Germanlanguage sphere. The first issue
was published in 1956,
subtitled as "the magazine for
film and television"

Bravo covers topics which
primarily interest youths, among
which are current information
on pop and movie stars, as well
as relationship and sex
counseling.

The powerful forces of group
pressure that pervaded many
historic movements such as
Nazism are recreated in the
classroom when history teacher
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name Morton
Rhue

representing complex
characters with mixed motives
who are rooted in a social class,
operate in a highly developed
social structure, interact with
many other characters, and
undergo plausible and
everyday modes of experience.
In this case: fictionalized
account of the "Third Wave"
teaching experiment by Ron
Jones that took place in a
Ellwood P. Cubberley High
School history class in Palo
Alto, California (1967).

Burt Ross introduces a "new"
system to his students. And
before long "The Wave" with its
rules of "strength through
discipline, community, and
action" sweeps from the
classroom through the entire
school. And as most of the
students join the movement,
Laurie Saunders and David
Collins recognize the frightening
momentum of "The Wave" and
realize they must stop it before
it's too late. Engaging story
based on reality (1-experiment,
2-historical background).
Identification with characters :
how would I react ? What would
I do ?

Additional Comments:

Table 3
List of 10 digital sources (applications, games, webpages, FB pages etc.)

Title 1

Geolino
Available at:
http://www.geo.de/GEOlino/l

Title 2

Bravo Sports
Available at:
http://www.bravo.de/sport

Title 3

Die drei ???
(The Three Investigators)
Available at:
https://www.dreifragezeichen.de/
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Title 4

FIFA
Available at:
https://www.easports.com/de/fifa

Title 5

Harry Potter
Available at:
https://www.pottermore.com/de/

Title 6

Warrior Cats
Available at:
http://forum.warriorcats.de/

Title 7

HanislauLand
Available at:
www.hanisauland.de

Title 8

Was ist was
Available at:
www.wasistwas.at

Title 9

Minecraft
Available at:
https://minecraft.net/

Title 10

Kidsville
Available at:
https://www.kidsville.de/
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Table 4
Short description of digital sources

1

Author + title

Category with brief
description

Description of book
action and features
that may interest
boys

Geolino

Online Youth science
magazine

The webpage of the
online youth science
magazine offers
articles, quizzes,
experiments for
youth, teachers and
parents and is
combined with
different social media
profiles. Interesting
science and adventure
contents, games in
attractive layout.

Online Youth science
magazine

The website builds the
equivalent to Bravo
Girls with specific
topics for boys. The
same page also access
Bravo magazine and
the “Dr. Sommer
Love&Sex” section
that made the
magazine famous.

E-books & Audio books,
Apps, Computer games

“The Three
Investigators” is an
American juvenile
detective book series
first published as
"Alfred Hitchcock and
the Three
Investigators". The
characters known as
the "three
investigators" are
three boys named
Jupiter Jones, Peter

from
G+J Wissen GmbH
Available at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details
?id=com.sql.podosfairikoquiz&hl=el

2

Bravo Sports
from
Bauer Digital KG
Available at:
http://www.bravo.de/sport

3

Die drei ???
from
Ben Nevis and other authors
Available at:
http://www.mikrosanagnostis.gr/
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Crenshaw and Bob
Andrews.
Most of the mysteries
involved investigation
of baffling
phenomena (e.g. an
ancient Egyptian
mummy that
apparently whispered
and a human skull
that seemed to talk).
Especially popular in
the German speaking
countries. As a result
of the series
remaining popular in
Germany/Austria,
German publisher
Kosmos started during
1993 to publish new
books written by
German authors.
These books, along
with the American
ones, are the basis for
the German radio
dramas, which are
more popular than
the books. All in all,
this would result in a
canon of 176 books
and 168 radio dramas
published as of May
2014. Lately mobile
apps and computer
games completed the
various media
collection.
4

FIFA
from
EA Sports

41

Video game series, sports
game, simulation
game

FIFA, also known as
FIFA Football or FIFA
Soccer, is a series of
association football
video games or
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Available at:
https://www.easports.com/de/fifa
(German language)

https://www.easports.com
(English language)

5

Harry Potter
From
Pottermore Limited
J.K.Rowling

Available at:
https://www.pottermore.com/de/

E-books & Audio books,
computer game, interactive
platform

football simulator,
released annually by
Electronic Arts under
the EA Sports label.
There are used
popular football
player for the
advertisement of the
games, like Lionel
Messi. He is the face
of FIFA 13, appearing
on the front cover of
the game. The latest
installments in the
series also contain
many exclusivelylicensed leagues and
popular clubs from
around the world,
allowing the use of
real player names.
This is an online
interactive Reading
Website to the book
series « Harry
Potter ». The reader
virtually visits the
“Winkelgasse”, finds
out to which house
he/she would belong
to or which wand
would be the right.
Users can duel with
other platform users
or make their own
magic potion. For this
purpose, the most
important scenes of
the first books were
created to special
moments. Lots of
additionally
exclusively reading
materials are
included.
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6

Warrior Cats
From

Official website to the book
serie “Warrior Cats”

Official Website,
published by the
creators of the
« Warriors » Series in
German language. The
page contains
extensive information
about the series
including own
sections for news,
discussion forums
about the books, polls
to give the own
opinions to the series
as well as an own
creative part, where
everyone can publish
self produced stories
or poems.

Webpage for kids, online
games

This webpage is for
children between 8
and 14 years with
main focus to political
themes, but also
additional
information, tips,
funny computer
games, comics, book
recommendations
(specially for boys)
and discussion
forums.

Webpage for children, apps
to wasistwas books, videos

Informative kids
webpage with
specialist themes –
additional to “Was ist
Was” kids books.
Children find texts
about specialist
themes, news as well
as an interactive area
with games, quiz,
experiments and a
creative area. In the

Verlagsgruppe Beltz
Julius Beltz GmbH & Co. KG

Available at:
http://forum.warriorcats.de/

7

HanislauLand
From
Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung
Deutschland

Available at:
www.hanisauland.de

8

www.wasistwas.at

from

Tessloff Verlag
Ragnar Tessloff GmbH & Co. KG
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9

Minecraft
from
Mojang studio

Available at:
https://minecraft.net/

Computer games, books

additional media
center they can find
DVD´s and audio
dramas. All
information and
publications are
underlying the law for
protection of use and
is strong proved by
the responsible of the
webpage.
Minecraft is an open
world independent
video game originally
created by Swedish
programmer Markus
"Notch" Persson and
later developed and
published by the
Swedish company
Mojang. The creative
and building aspects
of Minecraft allow
players to build
constructions out of
textured cubes in a 3D
procedurally
generated world.
Multiple game play
modes are available,
including survival
modes. The starter
handbook explains
children from 12 on
step by step with
screen shots and
detailed descriptions
how to play the game.
Also detailed
description of the
most important
figures, building
materials and moving
possibilities help to
play the game. Lots of
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interesting field
reports and the
history of Minecraft
are included.
10

www.kidsville.de
from Anke Hildebrandt und Christian
Großekathöfer

Additional Comments:
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Interactive kids webpage
for reading and writing,
Computer games

“Kidsville” is an
interactive website for
kids to learn about
media competence
with teaching
responsibility,
friendship and
solidarity. With
different theme
houses in the village,
different themes are
teached in an
interactive way. There
are reading texts with
open ends. Children
write their own
opinions and talk
about them. They can
send their own stories
or give their
statements to other
stories. All
communication and
texts are underlying
the law for protection
of use and is strong
proved by the
responsible of the
webpage. There are
also tips for text
writing and also funny
games.
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2.3. Croatia
Table 1

List of 20 books per national language

Title 1

C. S. Lewis, The Chronicles of Narnia

Title 2

J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter

Title 3

Suzanne Collins, The Hunger Games Trilogy

Title 4

Jo Nesbo, Fart Powder Series

Title 5

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit

Title 6

Rick Riordan, Percy Jackson and the Olympians

Title 7

Ivana Brlić-Mažuranić, Priče iz davnine/ Tales of Long Ago

Title 8

Jeff Kinney, Diary of a Wimpy Kid

Title 9

Ephraim Kishon, My Family Right or Wrong

Title 10

Ivan Kušan, Koko i duhovi/ Koko and the ghosts

Title 11

Miro Gavran, Zaljubljen do ušiju/Head over heels in love

Title 12

Pavao Pavličić, Trojica u Trnju/ Three boys in Trnje

Title 13

Matko Marušić, Snijeg u Split/The Snow in Split

Title 14

Sanja Pilić, Vidimo se na fejsu!/ See you on the Facebook!

Title 15

Anne Frank, The Diary of a Young Girl
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Title 16
Title 17

Malala Yousafzai, I Am Malala: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was
Shot by the Taliban
Ferenc Molnar, Pavlo's Street Heroes

Title 18

Joe Dunthorne, Submarine

Title 19

Jules Verne, Around the World in Eighty Days

Title 20

Mark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

Table 2
Short description of the books
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Author + title

Category with brief description

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

1

C. S. Lewis: The
Chronicles of
Narnia

young adult, fantasy

Series of seven novels.
Children protagonists.
Journeys to the end of the world,
fantastic creatures, and epic
battles between good and evil.

2

J.K. Rowling:
Harry Potter

Fantasy

Series of seven novels, one for
each year Harry spends in school.
Children protagonists.
The target group are young boys.
The main story is Harry's
confrontation with the evil
wizard Lord Voldemort.
The struggle between good and
evil.

3

Suzanne Collins:
The Hunger
Games Trilogy

Science Fiction, Fantasy, Young
Adult

Trilogy.
Children protagonists.
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Inspired by the Greek myth of
Theseus and the Minotaur and
the Roman gladiatorial games.
The story of loyalty, war, power,
truth and love.
4

Jo Nesbo: Fart
Powder Series

Fantasy

Series of four novels.
Protagonists are unusual
scientist and children assistants.
Humour and eccentric
characters.
Combination of crime novels and
fairy tales.

5

J.R.R. Tolkien:
The Hobbit

Fantasy

Availability of series.
Male protagonists.
Fantasy novel for children.
The story follows the adventures
of Hobbit Bilbo Baggins and his
companions.

6

Rick Riordan:
Percy Jackson
and the
Olympians

fantasy, young adult

Pentalogy (Five supplementary
books, along with 3 graphic
novels).
Based on Greek myths.
Children protagonists.
A boy who is the main character,
Percy Jackson, has dyslexia.
It is also a learning disorder and
advantage in translating ancient
Greek language.

7

Ivana BrlićMažuranić: Priče
iz davnine/ Tales
of Long Ago

fantasy, fairy tale

Protagonists
are
mythical
creatures, and human beings.
Stories from the past, based on
the
Croatian
and
Slavic
mythology.
Battles between good and evil.
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A collection of fairy tales for
children which talk about
morality, the struggle between
good and evil.
Mixed elements of reality and
fantasy.
8

Jeff Kinney:
Diary of a Wimpy
Kid

Humor, Young Adult

Availability of series.
Children protagonists.
A story about a middle-school
boy named Greg Heffley.
The story is written in the form of
a child's diary.

9

Ephraim Kishon: Humor
My Family Right
or Wrong

10

Ivan Kušan: Koko
i duhovi/ Koko
and the ghosts

11
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Fantasy, Young Adult Novel

Miro
Gavran: young adult novel
Zaljubljen
do
ušiju/Head over
heels in love

A collection of short stories.
Funny episodes about Kishon's
wife, kids, dog, neighbours,
friends, furniture, electrical
appliances, TV shows, radio, the
government, policemen…
Highly entertaining.
Children protagonists.
The adventures and experiences
that children solve many
mysterious situation with
courage and ingenuity.

Children protagonists.
A story about Mario and Lana.
Mario attends fifth grade of
elementary school. The theme
of this novel is Mario’s love for
girl named Lana, but storyline
also follows the crisis and
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renewal of love between Mario’s
mother and father.
12

Pavao Pavličić: Young adult novel
Trojica u Trnju/
Three boys in
Trnje

Children protagonists.
A story about three boys and a
girl spend entire days playing at
an abandoned construction site
in city of Zagreb.
Adventure – crime story about
humanity and honesty.

13

Matko Marušić:
Snijeg u Split/The
Snow in Split

Children protagonists.
Autobiographical story.

Young adult novel

Life and adventures of a boy
Matko.
The book contains twenty
stories in which the author talks
about his childhood in the city of
Split. The stories have poetic
descriptions of the beauty of
nature.

14

15

Sanja Pilić:
Vidimo se na
fejsu!/ See you
on the Facebook!

Young adult novel

Anne Frank: The
Diary of a Young
Girl

biography, historical novel

Children protagonists.
Story about the life of a teenage
girl from Zagreb who is living her
real life through social networks.
Things get complicated when in
her’s neighborhood moves
handsome Vedran and when she
decides to meet her virtual
interlocutor with intriguing
name, Nick Kane .
Diary of 13 year old girl during
the war.
Discovered in the attic in which
she spent the last years of her
life, Anne Frank's diary has since
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become a world classic—a
powerful reminder of the horrors
of war and an eloquent
testament to the human spirit.
16

51

Malala
Autobiography
Yousafzai: I Am
Malala: The Girl
Who Stood Up for
Education
and
Was Shot by the
Taliban

Autobiography of Malala
Yousafzai.

17

Ferenc
Pavlo's
heroes

Children protagonists.
The fight between two groups of
boys itself is a quite widespread
theme. Accustomed to good
always wins and heroes never
die, only a few managed to
restrain tears, disbelief reading
the last lines of the Pavlo’s Street
Heroes. The smallest and bravest
among boys died of pneumonia
at the time of the great victory of
his team, for which he was willing
to sacrifice everything.

18

Joe Dunthorne:
Submarine

Molnar: childhood novel
street

Young Adult

In 2009 Malala Yousafzai began
writing a blog on BBC Urdu
about life in the Swat Valley as
the Taliban gained control, at
times banning girls from
attending school. She was
advocating the freedom to
pursue education for all. In
October 2012, gunmen boarded
Malala's school bus and shot her
in the face. Malala survived the
shooting.

Children protagonists.
A teenager records with comedy
and anguish his relationship with
his girlfriend and his lop-sided
view of the strains on his parents'
marriage.
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19

Jules Verne:
Around the
World in Eighty
Days

Adventure novel

An adventure travelling around
the world by train, steamship,
sailing boat, sledge and even
elephant, they must overcome
storms, kidnappings, natural
disasters.
The characters in the novel go
across the whole globe and see
many places.

20

Mark Twain: The
Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn

adventure novel

Children protagonists.
Huckleberry Finn is a boy about
thirteen or fourteen years old.
He has been brought up by his
father, the town drunk, and has
a hard time fitting into society.

Additional Comments:
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Table 3
List of 10 digital sources (applications, games, webpages, FB pages etc.)

Title 1

Grand theft auto (trilogy)
Webpage supporting the game:
http://store.steampowered.com/agecheck/sub/11902

Title 2

Temple run
Webpage supporting the game:
http://templerungame.in/

Title 3

Minecraft
Webpage supporting the game:
https://minecraft.net/

Title 4

Fifa 15
Webpage supporting the game:
https://www.easports.com/fifa

Title 5

The Sims
Webpage supporting the game:
http://www.thesims.com/

Title 6

Geometry Dash
Online game:
http://www.plonga.com/skill/Reaction/Geometry-Dash-Online

Title 7

Plants vs. Zombies
Online game:
http://www.popcap.com/games/plants-vs-zombies/online

Title 8

Crossy road
Online game:
http://www.crossyroad.com/

Title 9

Angry birds
Online game:
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http://chrome.angrybirds.com/
Title 10

Subway Surfers
Webpage supporting the game:
http://www.kiloo.com/games/subway-surfers/

Table 4
Short description of digital sources

1

Author + title

Category with brief description

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

Grand theft auto
(trilogy)

Action Adventure game.

Adventures.

Grand Theft Auto: Vice City is
an open-world video game set
in Vice City, a fictional location
based on Miami. Cheats can be
entered in-play, or on the
menu screen and will work on
both the Mac and PC versions
of the game.

Fast cars.

Endless runner.

Hiding treasure.
Adventure.

with art by Kiril
Tchangov

In Temple Run, the player
controls an explorer who,
having stolen a treasure from a
temple, is chased by "demonic
monkeys" who want to eat
him/her. As the game is an
endless running game, there is
no end to the temple;
therefore, the player plays until
the character falls off the
temple to his/her demise or is
eaten by the crazed monkeys.

Minecraft

Sandbox survival

Multiple gameplay modes are
available :

David Jones
Developed by
DMA Design

2

Temple run

Keith Shepherd
and Natalia
Luckyanova

3

The creative and building
aspects of Minecraft allow
players to build constructions

Wor against Mafia.

Running game.

Survival mode
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4

Markus Alexej
Persson

out of textured cubes in a 3D
procedurally generated world.
Other activities in the game
include exploration, gathering
resources, crafting, and
combat.

Creative mode

Fifa 15

Sports, Simulation

You can earn, trade, and collect
superstars like Lionel Messi,
create your own fantasy team,
choose play style, formation,
kits, and more.

FIFA (EA Canada)

5

The Sims

Will Wright

6

Geometry Dash

Robert Topala
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FIFA 15 Ultimate Team features
over 10,000 players from over
500 licensed teams, over 30
real leagues and stadiums!
Build a dream squad of
footballers and put them to the
test. From the English Premier
League, La Liga, and MLS, to
the German Bundesliga and
beyond. Take the thrill of
football with you wherever you
are with the most authentic
football game.

Adventure mode

Life simulation

Simulation of life

The player creates virtual
people called "Sims" and places
them in houses and helps
direct their moods and satisfy
their desires. Players can either
place their Sims in preconstructed homes or build
them themselves.

Create virtual people.

Arcade, Music

Music.

It is a rhythm-based running
game which has 18 levels
currently, with each stage
featuring unique background
music. Although the player is
not required to complete a
level to advance to the next,
they increase in difficulty.
Other features of the game
that exist in the latest versions
are the level builder, map

Running game.

Build town map buildings,
plant, bake, go to job and
school, get married and have a
baby, get pets …

Looking for secret things.
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packs, user-created levels,
secret coins, and a great variety
of icons.
7

Plants vs.
Zombies

George Fan

8

Crossy road

Hipster Whale

9

Angry birds

Jaakko Iisalo
Rovio
Entertainment

Tower defense
Players place different types of
plants and fungi, each with
their own unique offensive or
defensive capabilities, around a
house, in order to stop a horde
of zombies from reaching the
house of the residents.

Strategic elements.
Prepare ambush.
Defend house.

Arcade
The idea of the game is to get
Advance obstacles.
as far as possible across the
Strategic elements.
roads, rivers, grass and train
tracks without dying. The
Running game.
player plays as a mascot, such
as a chicken, koala, or bunny,
and must tap to go forward, or
swipe the screen in the
corresponding direction to
move the mascot horizontally.
There are many obstacles
which cause immediate death.
To get past these obstacles the
player must advance when the
path is clear or use platforms to
cross rivers.
Puzzle

Addictive gameplay.

In the game, players use a
slingshot to launch birds at pigs
stationed on or within various
structures, with the intent of
killing all the pigs on the
playing field. As players
advance through the game,
new types of birds become
available, some with special
abilities that can be activated
by the player.

Comical style.
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10

Subway Surfers

Kiloo

Endless runner.

Running game.

Players of the game take the
role of youthful hooligans who,
upon being caught in the act of
applying graffiti to (tagging) a
metro railway site, run down
the tracks to escape the
Inspector and his dog. As the
hooligans run, they grab gold
coins out of the air while
simultaneously dodging
collisions with railway cars and
other objects.

The characters surf on boards.

Additional Comments:

2.4. Greece
Table 1
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List of 20 books per national language

Title 1

J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter

Title 2

J. R. R. Tolkien, Hobbit

Title 3

J. R. R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings

Title 4

Collaboration of authors, The 39 Clues

Title 5

Jeff Kinney, Diary of a Wimpy Kid

Title 6

Rene Goscinny, Little Nicholas

Title 7

Christopher Paolini, Inheritance Cycle

Title 8

Oliver Bowden, Assasin’s Creed

Title 9

Rick Riordan, The Kane Chronicles series
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Title 10

Dan Brown, The Da Vinci Code

Title 11

Dan Brown, Inferno

Title 12

Dan Brown, Illuminati

Title 13

Jules Verne, A Journey to the Center of the Earth

Title 14

Jules Verne, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea

Title 15

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

Title 16

Denis Guedj, The Parrot’s Theorem

Title 17

Apostolos Doxiadis, Logicomix: An Epic Search for Truth

Title 18

Rick Riordan, Percy Jackson and the Olympians

Title 19

Lucy & Stephen Hawking, George's Secret Key to the Universe

Title 20

Suzanne Collins, The Hunger Games (trilogy)

Table 2
Short description of the books

1

Author + title

Category with brief description

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

J.K. Rowling,
Harry Potter

Fantasy

Availability of series

(Series)

Male protagonists
Well-crafted plot
Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits
Consistency of characters
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2

J. R. R. Tolkien,
Hobbit

Fantasy

Visual appeal - interesting cover
Availability of series
Male protagonists
Well-crafted plot
Plenty of action, daring exploits
Consistency of characters
Added appeal due to a card
game

3

J. R. R. Tolkien,
The Lord of the
Rings

Fantasy

Visual appeal - attractive cover
Availability of series
Male protagonists

(Trilogy)

Well-crafted plot
Plenty of action, daring exploits
Consistency of characters
Added appeal due to a card
game

4

Collaboration of
authors, The 39
Clues (Series)

Adventure

Familiar storyline
Familiar writing style
Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits
Recommended by a friend
Plot deals with a problem
relevant to boys, uses themes of
bravery and fear which are
popular to boys

5

Jeff Kinney, Diary
of a Wimpy Kid
(Series)

Graphic novel
Realistic fiction

Nice illustrations
Consistency of characters
Familiar storyline
Familiar writing style
Availability of series
Fun facts/ reading about real
things
Male protagonists
Books with humor
Easy to read and follow
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6

Rene Goscinny,
Little Nicholas

Humor

Nice illustrations
Availability of series

(Series)

Fun facts/ reading about real
things
Male protagonists
Books with humor
Easy to read and follow

7

Christopher
Paolini,
Inheritance Cycle

Epic

Visual appeal – interesting cover

Fantasy

Availability of series
Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits

(Series)

Male protagonists
Well-crafted plot
8

Oliver Bowden,
Assassin’s Creed
(Series)

Fantasy

Visual appeal - attractive cover

Historical Fiction

Availability of series
Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits
Male protagonists
Well-crafted plot
Satisfying levels of violence
Game manual reading
Added appeal due to video game

9

Rick Riordan, The
Kane Chronicles
series

Fantasy

Familiar storyline

Mythology

Familiar writing style
Availability of series

(Series)

Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits
Consistency of characters
Encourages reader to solve
problem
Plot deals with a problem
relevant to boys, themes of
bravery and fear
Well-crafted plot

10

Dan Brown, The
Da Vinci Code

Mystery

Visual appeal - attractive cover
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Detective novel
Adventure

Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits
Craze for a subject/topic of the
moment
Male protagonists
Want to solve problem
Well-crafted plot

11

Dan Brown,
Inferno

Mystery

Visual appeal - interesting cover

Thriller

Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits

Adventure

Male protagonists
Encourages reader to solve
problem
Well-crafted plot

12

Dan Brown,
Illuminati

Thriller

Visual appeal - attractive cover

Mystery

Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits
Male protagonists
Encourages reader to solve
problem
Well-crafted plot

13

Jules Verne, A
Journey to the
Center of the
Earth

Science fiction

Familiar storyline
Male protagonists
Want to solve problem
Easy to read and follow
Well-crafted plot
Themes of bravery and fear are
popular
Book recommended by a friend

14

Fantasy
Jules Verne,
Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under
the Sea

Familiar storyline
Male protagonists
Encourages reader to solve
problem
Easy to read and follow
Well-crafted plot
Themes of bravery and fear
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Book recommended by a friend
15

Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, The
Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes

Detective stories

Familiar storyline
Male protagonists
Consistency of characters
Encourages reader to solve
problem

(Series)

Easy to read and follow
Well-crafted plot
16

Denis Guedj, The
Parrot’s Theorem

Math fiction

Male protagonists
Reading about real things
Encourages reader to solve
problem

17

Graphic novel
Apostolos
Doxiadis,
Logicomix:
An
Epic Search for
Truth

Male protagonists
Visual appeal - interesting cover
Nice illustrations
Reading about real things
Encourages reader to solve
problem
Availability of series

18

Rick Riordan,
Percy Jackson
and the
Olympians

Fantasy

Familiar storyline

Greek mythology

Familiar writing style

(Series)

Availability of series
Fast-paced story, plenty of
action, daring exploits
Consistency of characters
Reader wants to solve problem
which is relevant to boys,
themes of bravery and fear,
Well-crafted plot

19

Lucy & Stephen Popular science
Hawking,
George's Secret
Key
to
the
Universe

Availability of series
Familiar writing style
Reading about real things

(Series)
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20

Suzanne Collins,
The Hunger
Games

Science fiction

Visual appeal - attractive cover

Adventure

Availability of series

(Trilogy)

Familiar writing style
Themes of bravery and fear
Satisfying levels of violence

Additional Comments:

Table 3
List of 10 digital sources (applications, games, webpages, FB pages etc.)
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Title 1

Minecraft

Title 2

God of War

Title 3

League of Legends

Title 4

FIFA

Title 5

Twitch

Title 6

Samsung

Title 7

Clash of Clans

Title 8

Newsbeast / In.gr

Title 9

9 Gag

Title 10

NBA Greece
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Table 4
Short description of digital sources
Author + title

Category with brief description

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

1

Minecraft

Video game that allows players
to create and build things out
of cubes.

The objects used for building can
be used to build constructions,
explore, make crafts, gather
resources and engage in combat.
Multiple gameplay modes are
available (survival modes,
creative mode and adventure
mode). Features that interest
boys: building, multiple
gameplay modes, freedom to
visit different places, creativity,
interaction with online players
all over the world, survival
tactics, simulator mode

2

God of War

Game based on combat
achieved through two
weapons, the second of which
is acquired later in the game.

The player has to complete
various actions in a timed
sequence in order to defeat
stronger enemies and bosses.
Features that interest boys:
competition, combat, combat
options that include magical
attacks and ability to enhance
power, puzzles and platforming
elements.

3

League of
Legends

Competitive online game that
blends the speed and intensity
of a Real Time Strategy game
with Role-Playing Game
elements.

Two teams of powerful
champions, each with a unique
design and playing style, battle
head-to-head across multiple
battlefields and game modes.
The roster of champions is
almost endless, there are
frequent updates, a tournament
scene, and an endless replay
potential for players of every
skill level. Features that interest
boys: role-playing games, use of
strategy, use of skills,
competitive, allows team game
option, use of chat, choice of
characters, does not grow old
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4

FIFA

Video game series A best
selling global video game
franchise available on multiple
gaming systems. It has an
official license from FIFA, the
world governing body of
football.

It includes many top
international licensed leagues.
The game allows the use of real
leagues, clubs and player’s
names. Major tournaments are
also featured. It is kept up-todate with actual tournaments.
Features that interest boys:
flexibility to make your own
team, ability to trade players,
competitive, can negotiate and
bid for players, true life
experience

5

Twitch

Gaming broadcast network
with emphasis on e-sports
(competitive gaming). People
broadcast themselves playing
and/or talking about games
while other people watch them
(either live or via archived
footage) while chatting about
it.

It ranks among Netflix, Google
and Apple as a source of
network traffic. Twitch was a
spin-off from one of the first big
live streaming-video sites online.
Features that interest boys: live
streaming, a video for all video
games, source of advice on
games

6

Samsung

Webpage where boys can
browse and see what new
items are being developed
developed in mobile devices,
TV, audio, video, cameras,
camcorders, notebooks,
displays, print solutions, home
appliances and
memory/storage.

Features that interest boys: the
flipboard quality where boys
learn about what’s trending and
new apps all in one place

7

Clash of Clans

Strategy Game game where
you build your own village into
an unbeatable fortress and
fight off enemies in Clan Wars
and collect loot.

In the process you build an army
and engage in battle with
players from around the world.
Features that interest boys: You
can also join with other players
to form the ultimate Clan. It
involves strategy, it’s free, but
you a pay to get better, you can
create by building your own
village.

8

Newsbeast/ In.gr

Online news sites Two graphic
newssites on the Internet. Each
headline is followed by a
photograph + subtitle plus brief
story. The site includes news,

Features that interest boys:
graphic in nature, reading is
brief and to the point, no
elaboration of news. Each
headline is followed by a
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media, entertainment, sports,
environment, lifestyle,
women’s pages, cars, stock
market, etc. The In.gr the site
contains news, real-time
information on the local stock
market, city guides, general
information about Greece,
coverage of various special
interests such as cars,
computers, cinema, music, and
free services, including email,
forums on the Internet and
chatrooms.

photograph + subtitle plus brief
article. Topics are diverse. Boys
can pick and choose easily. Not
cumbersome. Information about
Greece, coverage of various
special interest themes and
themes that are trending.

9

9 Gag

Social Media website An
online platform and social
media website where users
upload and share "usergenerated" images and videos
with the intention of sharing
humorous photos or videos.

Features that interest boys:
Contains ‘Memes’ or ‘internet
jokes’, i.e., has a humorous
element to it. While memes deal
with different categories, but
they are typically displayed as
humorous images, or comic
strips, with captions conveying
certain messages. Little writing,
element of humor, photo or
sketch.

10

NBA Greece

Webpage The official Greek
webpage with all the latest
updates regarding NBA events
in Greece.

Features that interest boys: It’s
a platform based on the NBA’s
local fans. Provides fans with upto-date information and a
platform to discuss, upload and
check out all things related to
the NBA.

Additional Comments:
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2.5. Poland
Table 1

List of 20 books per national language
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Title 1

Bono, Edward de – Naucz się myśleć kreatywnie (Teach Yourself How to
Think)

Title 2

Bowden, Oliver – Assassin’s Creed

Title 3

Collins, Suzanne – Igrzyska śmierci (The Hunger Games)

Title 4

Flanagan, John – series Zwiadowcy (Ranger’s Apprentice)

Title 5

Gladwell, Malcolm – Punkt przełomowy (Tipping Point)

Title 6

Glukhovsky, Dmitrij – Metro 2033 (Метро 2033)

Title 7

Kosik, Rafał – series Felix, Net i Nika [PL]

Title 8

Lindo, Elvira – Mateuszek series (Manolito Gafotas)

Title 9

Maleszka, Andrzej – Magiczne drzewo series [PL]

Title 10

Marvel Comics – Marvel Universum (The Avangers, X-men etc.)

Title 11

Mauri, Christophe – series Matt Hidalf

Title 12

Oz, Amoz – Jak uleczyć fanatyka (How to Cure a Fanatic)

Title 13

Paolini, Christopher – Eragon

Title 14

Paterson, Katherine – Most do Terabithii (Bridge to Terabithia)

Title 15

Rick, Riordan – Złodziej pioruna (The Lightning Thief)

Title 16

Sapkowski, Andrzej –Trylogia husycka [PL]

Title 17

Sapkowski, Andrzej – series Wiedźmin [PL]
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Title 18

Stevenson Robert L. – Wyspa skarbów (Treasure Island)

Title 19

Tolkien, John R.R. – Władca pierścieni (The Lord of the Rings)

Title 20

Zusak, Markus – Złodziejka książek (The Book Thief)

Table 2
Short description of the books
Author + title

Category with brief description

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

1

Bono, Edward de
– Naucz się
myśleć
kreatywnie
(Teach Yourself
How to Think)

Popular science literature

The book by de Bono shows a
rapid and effective method of
learning - quick listing, mind
maps etc. It is also an attractive
form of learning for boys who do
not like to read.

2

Bowden, Oliver –
Assassin’s Creed
(novels and
comics)

Adventure novels/ fantasy/
comic books

A series of books written on the
basis of computer/video games those are well known and very
popular among boys aged 13-15,
in spite of age restrictions (18
and above). A good alternative
thoough may be books and
comics. Ezio Auditore is a young
Italian nobleman,who becomes
involved in a clash between two
dangerous organizations. An
important motive here is
revenge.

3

Collins, Suzanne
– Igrzyska
śmierci (The
Hunger Games)

Science fiction, Adventure
novels / dystopia

The series consists of three
volumes. All of them depict the
story of Katniss, who lives in the
totalitarian, dystopia-like world,
The main characterss teenagers - are struggling to
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survive in the cruel world of
politics, intrigue and danger.
Especially the third volume of
the series may be attractive to
boys; study of propaganda in
times of civil war.
4

Flanagan, John – Adventure novel, fantasy
series
Zwiadowcy
(Ranger’s
Apprentice)

5

Gladwell,
Malcolm – Punkt
przełomowy
(Tipping Point)

Popular science literature

Gladwell's book introduces and
explains the process of creating
fashions, trends, or what is
particularly important in the
lives of young people. It helps
expand the knowledge in the
field of social science.

6

Glukhovsky,
Dmitrij – Metro
2033 (Метро
2033)

Science fiction/ dystopia /
adventure novels/ elements of
horrorhorroru

Glukhovsky’s book is a part of
the whole universe based on his
vision of the future - games, fan
fiction and so on.

The vision of a future in which
post-apocalyptic survivors go
underground and create a new
society from in the tunnels of
the Moscow Metro.

Series of books kept in a climate
stylized on medieval fantasy.
The main character, Will Treaty,
is an apprentice, who eventually
receives an important mission.
The series tells the story of his
adventures in Araluen, and
beyond; it is full of encounters
with unusual creatures and
people, fights and complicated
relationships. The cycle may be
an alternative for boys who like
fantasy, but are already familiar
with Tolkien's books or they are
looking for something else
targeted to younger readers,
appealing and dynamic.

Elements of adventure and
survival horror, dynamic action,
the young main character – may
attract the attention of boys.
The book contains elements of
talking about the past - mostly
about the history of Russia, but
also general politics, geography
and world history appear.
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Due to the presence of elements
of horror recommended for boys
over 14.
7

Kosik, Rafał –
series Felix, Net i
Nika

Short novels / short stories /
science fiction /adventure /
criminal

Solving puzzles and discover
secrets is always interesting - in
Kosik's books three friends at
the age of potential readers are
the detectives, which makes it
easy to identify.

8

Lindo, Elvira –
Mateuszek series
(Manolito
Gafotas)

Humorous stories /adventure

The popularity of the
"Mikołajek" series (selected
stories are on the list of required
reading for primary school) may
be a good introduction to these
illustrated books.

9

Maleszka,
Andrzej –
Magiczne
drzewo series

Adventure with elements of
fantasy

Series of books full of adventure
and fantasy, where the main
characters are children - Kuki,
Tosia and Philip. These kids,
during many various adventures,
need to learn how to use
magical powers. The cycle may
interest especially younger boys
- up to 12.

10

Marvel Comics –
Marvel
Universum (The
Avangers, X-men
etc.)

A series of comics about
superheroes

Comics are an attractive form
for boys who like to read, as well
as for non-readers. Marvel series
combines many genres loved by
the boys - science fiction,
fantasy, horror, adventure,
action . The heros with
supernatural powers are more
than interesting for boys this
age.
Besides, understanding the
comic book genre is mandatory
in the curriculum.

11

Mauri,
Christophe –
series Matt
Hidalf

Adventure with elements of
fantasy

The cycle is built like the Harry
Potter series, and may be an
alternative for readers who are
already familiar with the series
by Rowling. Elements of magic,
protagonists at similar age to the
age of boys, many adventures
and dangers, the atmosphere of
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mistery, in addition boys get a
visually attractive edition.
12

Oz, Amoz – Jak
uleczyć fanatyka
(How to cure a
fanatic)

Essays / journalism.
Amos Oz essays are devoted to
the nature of fanaticism and
armed conflicts

The brilliance of the author, and
the language of his essays
should be an advantage.
Secondary school students according to the list of readings should read the selected
journalistic material, so the book
by Oz could broaden their
knowledge. The educational
dimension is crucial - fanaticism
is a current and important issue
nowadays.
The other advantage is the
volume of the book. However,
we recommend it for boys over
13.

13

14

15
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Paolini,
Christopher –
Eragon (Eragon)

Fantasy and adventure novel

Paterson,
Katherine –
Most do
Terabithii (Bridge
to Terabithia)

Novel of manners /
psychological novel/ elements
of fantasy.

Rick, Riordan –
Złodziej pioruna
(The Lightning
Thief)

Adventure and fantasy novel

The action is set in a classic
fantasy world (in style of
Tolkien).

It focuses on relationships and
psychological reactions,
examines the feelings and
behavior of children in the face
of the loss of a loved one.

Based on Greek mythology, set
in the present day

The novel, which is the first
volume of the saga - for avid
readers can read the whole
series. Boys who like the world
created by Tolkien and fantasy
themes should be interested in
this book. It can supplement one
of the school readings - "The
Hobbit".
The main theme is friendship,
the main characters have to
cope with loss - the death of a
loved one. This is especially
important issue for young
people - the book presents in a
subtle way feelings and
reactions of the person who lost
a friend. The main character is a
boy, making it easy to identify by
a boy reader. The book can be a
moving school of reading.
Swift action, boyish hero (12
years old), numerous adventures
and many other elements can
encourage boys to read this
novel. This book can be
proposed as complementary
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reading, enriching curriculum
when discussed in the context of
mythology of the Greeks and
Romans. Author modernizing
mythology, but the attributes of
the gods, and part of their
history remain unchanged,
allowing to better illustrate and
consolidate boys school
learning.
16

Sapkowski,
Andrzej –
Trylogia husycka

Adventure novels/historical
fiction elements.

This trilogy is proposed for boys
interested in reading - it requires
more
preparation and maturity.
The action is set in the fifteenth
Sapkowski
is one of the most
century in Silesia. Adventures
popular authors among avid
of Reinmar from Bielawa.
reading boys.
The combination of fantastic
elements of historical events
and characters from the period
of the Hussite wars can be both
entertaining and educational.

17

Sapkowski,
Andrzej – series
Wiedźmin
(especially first
two volumes)

Fantasy and adventure stories
The action is set in a fantasy
world (similar to Middle Ages).

The main character - a warrior of
supernatural powers - and the
whole world created by
Sapkowski, who usese different
from various cultures, can easily
attract boys. The advantage is
the language which may be
initially difficult but it also helps
engage in the story. The first two
volumes of this series are short
stories - short form may be good
for reluctant readers who
quickly get bored.
The Witcher has also elements
of Slavic mythology (as well as
the Arthurian myth) about which
there is little in the curriculum.

18

Stevenson
Robert L. –
Wyspa skarbów
(Treasure Island)

Classic adventure novel

Novel attractive due to the fastpaced action, adventure, danger
and boyhood hero.
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19

Tolkien, John
R.R. – Władca
pierścieni (The
Lord of the Rings)

Fantasy and adventure novel
Dates back to Celtic mythology,
and it is deposited in the
fictional world similar to
Middle Ages.

Fantasy worlds win among the
top interests of boys and Tolkien
is one of their favorite authors.
These books describe fights,
magical creatures, they talk
about the honor, war, love and
friendship.
Tolkien's "The Hobbit" is present
in the curriculum at this stage it's a must read. The boys,
however, reach for it before and
loved it, so "Lord of the Rings"
would be a good suggestion as
further reading.

20

Zusak, Markus –
Złodziejka
książek (The
Book Thief)

Novel of manners with an
element of fantasy
The novel is narrated by Death,
the action takes place in
Germany during the Second
World War.

From the educational point of
view the historical background is
important, however, at the same
time a fantastic elements (figure
of the Death) and the story itself
should attract the attention of
readers, including boys.

Additional Comments:
 Most of the books is available in the form of e-books, and some of them as audiobooks.

Table 3
List of 10 digital sources (applications, games, webpages, FB pages etc.)
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Title 1

Portal „Lubimy Czytać” [http://lubimyczytac.pl/]

Title 2

Aplikacja „Evernote” [https://www.evernote.com/]

Title 3

Gra „Wiedźmin”

Title 4

Gra „League of Legends”

Title 5

Gra „Heroes of Might and Magic”, IV-VI

Title 6

Strona „Ninateka” [http://ninateka.pl/]
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Title 7

Portal „Wolne Lektury” [http://wolnelektury.pl/]

Title 8

Strona „Booklips” [http://booklips.pl/]

Title 9

Twitch

Title 10

9gag.com

Table 4
Short description of digital sources
Author + title

Category with brief
description

Description of book action
and features that may
interest boys

1

Portal „Lubimy Czytać”
[http://lubimyczytac.pl/]

Social network site
dedicated to books

Portal community centered
around the theme of books.
The account holder can
createhis own library, judge
books, write reviews, but also
read the opinions of others or
add friends. The portal can
recommend books by the
“user's taste” - boys who
assesses books they have
already read, can be offered a
further, similar books to read.
On the page you can see the
cover of the book, read the
news and information about
film adapations. Lubimy
Czytać has an attractive visual
form, organizes exchange of
books, contests, chats with
authors etc..

2

Application „Evernote”
Application
[https://www.evernote.com/]

Evernote is a free app for a
smartphone and computer
that stores everything you
could possibly imagine losing
track of (from article you
want to read, to a simple
typed note).The app keeps
everything in sync between
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your computer, smartphone,
or tablet. Boys may try to use
it to plan their school
schedule, other activities,
reading lists, scores in games,
reminders etc.
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3

Game „Wiedźmin”

4

Game „League of Legends”

5

Game „Heroes of Might and
Magic”, especially volumes
IV-VI

Computer game

The Witcher is an action roleplaying hack and slash video
game The game is based on
the book series of the same
name by Polish
author Andrzej Sapkowski.
The Witcher takes place in
a medieval fantasy world and
follows the story of Geralt,
one of a few remaining
"witchers" – traveling
monster hunters for hire,
gifted with unnatural powers.
The game's system of "moral
choices" as part of the
storyline was noted for its
time-delayed consequences
and lack of black-and-white
morality. This game is one of
most popular games through
boys (focus group results)
League of Legends (LoL) is one
of the most popular
multiplayer online battle
arena video games ever
develeped. It is as famous in
Poland as in othe countries
and boys are eager to play it.
In addition LoL combines
fantasy world with the abilty
of storytelling.

Strategy game with roleplaying elements.

Game series "Heroes of Might
and Magic" draws attention
primarily with its graphics and
hundreds of colorful
characters - heroes and
creatures. This fictional world
derived from legends,
mythology is kept in a climate
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of medieval fantasy, what
boys this age especially like.
The game is based on
conquers and expanding the
cities and armies (also on
developing the characters).
The scenario contains
numerous descriptions of
characters, fiction transitions
(previously a form of short
stories ). The game gives you
the opportunity to both
singleplayer and multiplayer.
As a strategy game "Heroes"
is developing the ability of
logical thinking, planning, and
ability to cooperate – all of it
in the frames of good quality
narration.
6

Website„NINATEKA”
[http://ninateka.pl/]

Online library of legally
obtainable free of charge
(only approx. 2% of the
material is paid) audiovisual
culture

NINATEKA is an online library
of audio and audiovisual
content created by the
National Audiovisual
INSITUTE. There is lawfully
available music, videos
(including cartoons), theater
and musical performances, as
well as materials promoting
the latest Polish productions.
It is possible to create an EDU
account - aimed at teachers
and pupils and focusing on
using the free educational
materials in the field of
knowledge of the culture,
history and society.

7

Portal „Wolne Lektury”
[http://wolnelektury.pl/]

Online library of books in
the form of e-books and
audiobooks legally available
for free.

Portal operates under the
auspices of the Ministry of
Culture and National
Heritage. It includes books
available without any charge
(mostly school readings, but
also songs) in electronic form.
The site has a friendly
interface and a good search
engine. Books can be selected
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using the various divisions motives, ages, types.
8

Portal “Booklips”
[http://booklips.pl/]

Website about books

On this site you can find news
related to the subject of
books - including electronic
ones, comics etc. The
information is divided into
categories, for example.
"Comics", "Fantasy / horror",
"Art and Design". There are
different competitions
organized here, the portal has
its own web TV "Booklips TV",
you can also find information
about the adaptations of
books - movies, games,
broadcasts.

9

Twich

Social network for games
and gamers

It is a social platorm, YouTube
alike for live gaming: people
broadcast themselves playing
and/or talking about games
while other people watch
them (either live or via
archived footage) while
chatting about it. This
platform is extremely popular
among teenagers and gives
planty opportunities to
combine different kinds of
narrative activities with
gaming and socializing.

10

9gag

Webpage/ social network

9gag is a meme-sharing
website set in Hong Kong and
hosted in the U.S. It is very
popular around the globe,
giving its audience the
possibility of laughter but also
critical, ironic thinking and
sharing texts typical for digital
culture – those who combine
words and pictures/graphics).
Another example of highly
popular webpage among
teenagers, boys included.

Additional Comments:
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Most of the sites have fanpages assigned on Facebook and/or Twitter.

2.6. Portugal
Table 1

List of 20 books per national language

Title 1

Robert Muchamore, Tsunami(Cherub series)

Title 2

Geronimo Stilton, Há um pirata na internet

Title 3

Joe Carrot, A Flecha de Fogo

Title 4

Jeff Kinney, O Diário de um banana 9 Assim vais longe

Title 5

Suzanne Collins, Os jogos da fome

Title 6

Ana Maria Magalhães and Isabel Alçada, Uma Aventura em Timor

Title 7

Díaz Canales, Guarnido, Blacksad Amarillo

Title 8

George R. R. Martin (adaptação de Ben Avery; Arte: Mike S. Miller) A Espada
Ajuramentada. Histórias de Dunk & Egg

Title 9

J. K. Rowlings. Harry Potter e o cálice de fogo, vol. 4

Title 10

John Boyne, O Rapaz do Pijama às Riscas

Title 11

Magalhães, Álvaro, O Estranhão. Acordem-me quando isto acabar, nr.2

Title 12

Roth, Veronica, Convergente

Title 13

Philip Reeve e Sarah McIntyre, Oliver e as Perucas do Mar

Title 14

Cowell, Cressilda, Como seres um pirata

Title 15

Joachim Masannek, As feras futebol clube

Title 16

Antoine de Saint-Éxupéry, O Principezinho

Title 17

Ducla Soares, Luisa, Poemas da mentira e da verdade

Title 18

Markl, Nuno, O Homem que Mordeu o Cão

Title 19

Andresen, Sophia de Mello Breyner (Sel.), Primeiro livro de poesia - Poemas
em língua portuguesa para a infância e a adolescência

Title 20

Magalhães, Álvaro, Triângulo Jota – A Rosa do Egito
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Table 2
Short description of the books

1

Description of book action and features that may
interest boys

Author + title

Category with
brief
description

Robert
Muchamore,
Tsunami(Cherub
series)

Category: teen - a theme that relates reality (British Intelligence)
novel
with fiction
Subcategory:
adventure, spy

- high paced
- amusing
- variety of themes addressed
- violence
- CHERUB is a secrete organization that fights for
justice, his agents are adolescents aged 11 to 17
who have no family. They have training in
personal defense and physical attack, if necessary.
- There is a mix of loyalty, courage, generosity and
aggressive attitudes from the part of the young
“heroes”.
- One of the main characters was in Malaysia
when the tsunami happened and discovered the
ambition and inhumanity of one of the Malaysian
rulers, who wants to destroy the villages in order
to build luxury resorts, thereby forcing poor
people to go away from their homes.
-That initiates a cruel adventure some years later
in the United Kingdom with some of the CHERUB
agents.
- Sexuality is systematically present in the
relationships of the adolescents.
- The language of young boys and girls is usually
crude, jargon and with sexual references.
- Modern technology is used to fight against
untrue politicians.
- Different situations show how media can be
used to support social warfare.
- There is an ecological perspective.
- Limit situations cross the text and this balance
between young boys and girls who can be
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extremely generous but also extremely aggressive
is one of the possibilities of identification with
characters for boy readers.
2

3

Geronimo
Stilton, Há um
pirata na
internet

Joe Carrot, A
Flecha de Fogo

Category:
graphic novel
Subcategory:
adventure

Category:
comic book
Subcategory:
mystery

-

Detective stories of a rabbit detective.

-

A ghost in a hotel

-

graphic novel with pictures and words

-

animal characters that may appeal to younger
readers

For younger readers.
-

animal characters

-

mystery

-

enigmas to solve

- first person narrator
- amazing story because of animal characters
(rabbits) and the mystery plot involving a
detective who investigates a sabotaged race car.

4

Jeff Kinney, O
Diário de um
banana 9 Assim
vais longe

Category:
short novel;
fantasy
Subcategory:
adventure

-

environmental concerns because one of the
characters wants to invent a car that does not
cause pollution;

-

gender equity issues since the best racer is a
woman

-

graphic features of the text may attract
reluctant readers because there are
highlighted words (those connected to the
main theme). These may facilitate learning
new words and enlarging vocabulary.

-

when the text describes movement (driving
the car around a curb or wave a flag), the
letters on the page are designed with that
movement.

-

text and pictures are interconnected in
different ways; some of the content is
essentially rendered through images, which
promotes a multimodal reading of text and
picture together.

-

For younger and older readers.

-

Humour, because it is written from the
perspective of a young boy, Greg, who has an
older and a younger brother and who
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presents things from his own point of view,
which is critical;

5

81

Suzanne Collins,
Os jogos da
fome

-

It narrates present and past episodes about
the idiosyncrasies of each member of the
family (the father’s boat; Roderick’s shopping,
mother’s failed efforts to keep the family on
an educational trip, etc.)

-

mixes cartoon-like drawings with text;

-

it is about an outing the mother has
programmed in detail and which goes all
wrong;

-

the father is unwilling to participate in the
family outing and tags along;

-

very intimate conversational tone;

-

inserts a couple of funny anecdotes about his
parents and siblings;

-

it attempts to be a very dispassionate
rendering of the day-to-day routine
happenings of a family during an outing;

-

a series of events cascade: the younger kid
drives the car and crashes it, the car gets
destroyed, the parents are chased by others,
the younger kid that has been sleeping all the
time is the only one to learn Spanish from the
tape and manages to speak to a couple of
Hispanics, etc.

-

It is a series and there are film adaptations.

Category:
Young adult
novel, science
fiction

-

For older readers.

-

This is the first volume of a trilogy on a
dystopian world of violence.

Subcategory:
dystopia

-

It is available online as a pdf book.

-

It has a sixteen-year-old female protagonist,
Katniss Everdeen, who is involved in two
boy/girl friendship/love relationships (with
Gale and Peeta, both from District 12, where
she lives).

-

She is a hunter on the forbidden outskirts of
District 12 and offers to take her sister’s place
in The Hunger Games;

-

The Hunger Games are brutal and fatal: two
children are selected randomly from each
district and made to fight for the survival of
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the fittest in a televised arena for the
amusement of the Capitol.

6

Ana Maria
Magalhães and
Isabel Alçada,
Uma Aventura
em Timor

Category: teen
novel

-

The book is action-packed and offers several
very fierce descriptions of violence, death and
ruthlessness: Katniss hunts, kills to survive,
trades, plans strategically how to kill and
survive, destroys, mocks, pretends, risks her
life several times.

-

There are several risk and limit situations: she
hunts on forbidden ground in District 12; she
defies the established powers of the capitol
by refusing to kill Peeta Mellark and they are
the only two survivors.

-

There is an intrinsic critique to established
power and to surveillance from the point of
view of the marginal, the powerless, the
survivor.

-

She is rebellious, a fighter, an intelligent
young person who plays hide and seek with
what she can and cannot do.

-

There is a lot of tension about a kiss and
about the love relationship between Peeta
and Katniss, which is forever unresolved as
the characters admit or reject their love for
one another.

-

It is a long book for reluctant readers, but the
chapters in The Hunger Games can be isolated
and read separately; the book is also divided
into three parts; there are films to support the
reading and there is a website for fans at
www.thehungergamesexplorer.com/us

- a group of children who solve mysteries

Subcategory:

- a series of adventures in varied places and
contexts always with the same characters

adventure

- contemporary situations
- Group of teenagers travelling to Timor as
volunteers to work in a rock concert.
- One of the singers was running away from
home/parents. This fact excites them a lot, opens
possibilities of adventure! They decide to hide
Mick (the singer running away from home) and
when his rich parents arrive to take him back
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home, one of the boys disguised as Mick, appears.
The parents immediately notice he was not their
son and left.

7

8

83

Díaz Canales,
Guarnido,
Blacksad
Amarillo

George R. R.
Martin
(adaptação de
Ben Avery; Arte:
Mike S. Miller) A
Espada
Ajuramentada.

-

Meanwhile, there is a reference to war times
in Timor, because they met an old man living
in the mountains who told them about those
difficult times and also about some popular
beliefs.

-

Mick and one of the boys were kidnapped by
two men who knew that Mick`s parents were
very rich and decided to ask for a great
amount of money as a ransom.

-

The boy`s friends lived several adventures
trying to find Mick and the other friend of
theirs.

-

The policemen are also involved in some
adventures.

-

There is also a fight between the boys and the
men who kidnapped the other two.

Category:
Graphic novel

-

For older readers.

-

The fifth volume of the Blacksad series;

Subcategory:

-

High quality graphic design;

Dark
adventure

-

The characters are all different animals (lions,
cats, parrots, elephants, koalas, etc.) but they
dress in human clothes and display human
behaviour; There are the good guys and the
bad, although the distinction is not only very
clear.

-

It involves writers and several murders (of
which most characters repent)

-

It portrays wild America, the circus, gangs on
bikes, people living on the margins for several
reasons;

-

There are several episodes that can be read
separately.

Category:
Graphic novel,
historical,

-

This is a Marvel version of George R. R.
Martin’s War of Thrones series with cartoons
with speech balloons

Subcategory:
epic,
adventure

-

It is based on historical Middle Ages and the
cavalier code.
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Histórias de
Dunk & Egg

9

10

J. K. Rowlings.
Harry Potter e o
cálice de fogo,
vol. 4

John Boyne, The
Boy in the
Striped Pyjamas

Category:
Teen novel,
fantasy
Subcategory:
school

Category:
novel,
historical

-

Dunk has a young follower called Egg who is
only 10 years old and is the son of the King
travelling in disguise;

-

Loyalty and treason are main themes through

-

Dunk and Egg are lovable characters, Dunk is
tall, beautiful and muscular, while Egg is
intelligent and powerful because of being a
prince;

-

There is a lot of fighting with swords and
other weapons used in the Middle Ages;

-

There are flashbacks on past wars and
fighting; on past episodes that may remind
the reader of previous readings;

-

Action-packed and very well drawn.

-

There is a film adaptation and tv series on The
War of Thrones.

-

Rewriting of school stories through the
introduction of fantastical elements

-

The fight between good and evil

-

Magical creatures and magical solutions to
real problems

-

Danger

-

Mixture of adventure, thriller, school story
and mystery novel

-

A fantastic rendering of international games
around Quidditch

-

The death of one of the hero characters at the
end

-

Historical information about WWII

-

Recent history (WWII)

-

Young boy characters on opposite sides and
common interests

-

Film and book

-

Limited point of view of boy character with
severe consequences

-

Fresh perspective on WWII (a child
perspective)

-

9 year old boy with a sister aged 12. Their
father is a German soldier in Hitler`s army
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The story starts with the family moving from
Berlin to Auschwitz to another house and
place – adventure to a boy aged 9.

11

Magalhães,
Álvaro, O
Estranhão.
Acordem-me
quando isto
acabar, nr.2

Category:
Graphic novel

-

Some mysteries involved in adults`
discussions

-

Once in the new house, Bruno, the boy,
watches something he can`t explain- he
decides to explore and when doing so, he met
a boy of same age, living inside a fence and
always wearing a striped pyjamas. They
suddenly became friends. One day, Schmuel`s
father disappeared and Bruno, who was too
curious about life beyond the fence,
promised his friend to help him in the search
… it was kind of an exploration, an adventure
they started together. But reality was quite
cruel and they both die at the end.

- humour: amusing situations, from the point of
view of an 11-year-old boy
- Contemporary and real everyday situations
which are satirized. These situations are, for
example, ways to get money, selling things using
the internet, watching a football game with the
family in the stadium and analyzing critically the
uncontrolled behavior of the fans. - It’s easy for
an 11 or 12-year-old boy to identify with the main
character, who writes about these and other
experiences, like first love, to tell or not to tell the
truth, etc.
- The text is written in different kinds of letter
font, size and design, depending on if it’s the real
life of the narrator that is narrated or what he
imagines. So, the graphic presentation helps to
differentiate between “reality” and imagination.

12

Roth, Veronica,
Convergente

Category:
Young adult
novel, science
fiction,
Subcategory:
alien fiction,
dystopia
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-

For older readers.

-

Part of a trilogy, supported by film
adaptations with young adults as protagonists

-

Science fiction which transforms reality:
action takes place somewhere in the USA.
Society is stratified in five groups which are
recognizable by the clothes they wear, the
houses they live in, the professions they
engage in and by their behaviours: Eruditos,
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os Intrépidos, os Abnegados, os Cândidos e os
Cordiais in Portuguese. (Dauntless (the brave),
Amity (the peaceful), Erudite (the intelligent),
Abnegation (the selfless), Candor (the honest)
and Factionless (those not belonging to any
faction, all of which have a serum to keep
their faction under control, with the exception
of Factionless) from Wikipedia).
-

At 16 all youngsters have to be assessed
through trials that will ascribe them to one of
those factions. Beatrice Prior is classified as
‘Divergent’, which is horrible because she is
considered very dangerous; she can be part of
any of three factions Dauntess, Errudite or
Abnegation. She opts out of her parents’
faction and becomes Dauntless.

-

Her alias is Tris during her trials.

-

She falls in love with another Divergent called
Tobias Eaton, 18.

-

Tris, Tobias and 5 friends manage to leave
town which is dominated by violence and war.
They are looking for the freedom they believe
exists beyond the city walls.

-

They are welcomed into a place that is
erroneously blissful. It is an experimental city,
monitored remotely, a product of genetic
manipulation. It is also stratified into groups:
those who are scientists and leaders, those
that have been damaged.

-

The young people fight against this
predetermined freedom-less society. This
involves loss and even Beatrice’s own death.

-

The plotline is quite simple; it reads like a
diary through the eyes of Tris or through the
perspective of Tobias.

-

The description is somber and dark; violence
is paramount and the dead lie strewn around.

-

Dialogue is not complex, although there are
many characters. This may seem confusing to
reluctant readers in terms of understanding
the plot.

-

There is an interesting tension between group
and individual: belonging to a group most of
the times implies no individual will.
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13

14

87

Philip Reeve e
Sarah McIntyre,
Oliver e as
Perucas do Mar

Cowell,
Cressilda, Como
seres um pirata

Category: teen
novel, fantasy,

-

When the group becomes claustrophobic and
all to absorbing, it is rejected.

-

The values worked through the novel are:
friendship, loyalty, courage, abnegation, love,
family (Beatrice dies to save her brother, just
as her parents died for her), and also rebellion
and unacceptance of external pressures.

-

This is for younger readers.

-

There are interesting drawings that illustrate
the text and help imagine the fantasy
creatures; there is a map and a cartography of
all the mentioned places;

-

It involves talking animals, islands and
mermaids and a young boy who explores a
new world of possibilities

-

There is interaction between the real world
and the fantasy world: there are moving
islands and a contest of island hair-dos, which
creates humour

-

There is also a bad guy and a lot of monkeys
that do mischief, punished at the end.

-

Plays with words and puns. The islands are
called ‘MaravIlha’; because the islands move
they are called ‘AndarIlhas’, etc.

Subcategory:
adventure

Category: teen fiction, fantasy

The second book in a series called ‘How to
train your dragon’.

Subcategory:
pirates,
dragons.

-

For young readers

-

The protagonist is a young Viking called
Hiccup Hadoque Horrendo III (in Portuguese) :
he is small, weak, fearful, freckled and not
very popular among his peers.

-

He has a dragon who is as helpless as he is
when they have to fight; he has big eyes and
his called Desdentado (Toothless).

-

Hiccup and the other 12 boys of the gang
called ‘Horda hedionda’ and their dragons
start training as pirates with the teacher
Bocarra, o Arroto, who speaks very loud.

-

They get involved in a pirate adventure, a
treasure hunt, an enigma, danger and peril.

-

Very easy to read, funny, well-written.
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15

Joachim
Masannek, As
feras futebol
clube

Category:
graphic novel,
realistic
Subcategory:
sports (soccer)

-

The descriptions and dialogues are funny and
the teacher Bocarra just spits out insult after
insult.

-

It is a parody on school and teaching subjects,
which are called Advanced Bad Behaviour
(Má-Educação Avançada), Random Violence
(Violência Gratuita) or Frightening Strangers
(Assustar Forasteiros).

-

Illustrations and captions are very suggestive
and hilarious.

- football situations
- two young boy characters the readers can
identify with
- several adventures related to football
- The football beasts are a group of boys who
love football.
- The story is narrated by one of the boys who
lives with his mother and brother. The father has
left them.
- Juli, the boy, misses the father a lot and tries to
find him. On his search, near the Graffiti buildings,
where his father was supposed to live, he meets
FAT BOY ,( all the characters have nicknames – the
Octopus, the Beast …) who decides to pursue him.
The FAT boy belongs to a rival gang/ football
team.
- The football beasts are training to a special
match in the new stadium and are excited about
that.
- Several adventures have happened before the
match, some of them between the two teams and
the Fat boy frightens the others.
- There is a house in a tree where the group
meets.
- The story has many expressions used by young
teenage boys and the places have funny names.
- The day of the match arrives and Juli, who’d like
his father to watch the match, sends him a
message. While playing the match and loosing,
Juli thinks his father is not there, because he can’t
see him, but suddenly things change! The father is
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there and the team, especially Juli, is strongly
motivated. He scores … and his team wins!

16

17

Antoine de
Saint-Éxupéry,
O Principezinho
[The Little
Prince]

Ducla Soares,
Luisa, Poemas
da mentira e da
verdade

Category:
short novel;
fantasy
Subcategory:
adventure

-

The theme of friendship

-

Adventure

-

Interaction between different worlds

-

Fantasy

-

Danger situations and feelings of loneliness
attract boys, and that’s what narrator of the
story lives through when his plane falls in the
desert.

-

A build-up of unlikely and strange events
happens. Things that are important for the
child that appears in the desert, coming from
another planet, are different from those that
are important for adults, so young boys could
feel that is what happens with them when
adults don’t understand them.

-

The little prince unveils the mysteries about
his life and origin but the reader never really
understands everything.

-

The boy faced with the desire for power,
vanity, materialism, but also with the
discovery of friendship, care and courage
through his encounters with the fox, the
aviator and the serpent.

-

The meeting with the serpent is symbolically
the passage from life to death, a mystery we
can’t solve and this inevitability may also
attract boy readers

Category:
Poetry,
humour

- EVERYTHING UPSIDE DOWN (TUDO AO
CONTRÁRIO)

Subcategory:
nonsense

Kind of a game with words and ideas. Nonsense
and humour.

About a boy who liked everything upside down.

SOWING (A SEMENTEIRA)
Nonsense,
Playing with words and ideas.
Funny images of real life.
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POEM TO PASTA / (POEMA ÀS MASSAS)
Playing with the word pasta, which in Portuguese
has different meanings. Some reference to social
problems because MASSA in Portuguese also
means a great number of people sometimes
complaining about social conditions (MASS).
Rhythm and musicality.
Humour.

18

Markl, Nuno, O
Homem que
Mordeu o Cão

Category:
‘crónicas’
which are
stories and
essays written
by humour
columnists in
newspapers,
later compiled
in book form

- humour
- nonsense
- contemporary and real everyday situations
which are satirized
- amusing situations
- Real life situations as if lived by the author. They
look real not only because of this but also because
he names his wife and son.
- The reader is convinced this might have
happened because some of the critical situations
also happen to us.
- It`s impossible to read without laughing a lot.

19

Andresen,
Sophia de Mello
Breyner (Sel.),
Primeiro livro de
poesia - Poemas
em língua
portuguesa para
a infância e a
adolescência

Category:
Poetry

The Monster (O Mostrengo) Fernando Pessoa
The monster is a mystery: it lives in the deep sea.
Also a mystery in the number 3 -special number
with symbolism referred in the poem. The
monster is aggressive and emotional. The monster
is the symbol of difficulties the Portuguese people
had to overcome when in the 16th century they
discovered distant countries crossing the oceans.
The poem refers to the fight the sailors had
against the sea and the desire to discover the
unknown. The monster was supposed to terrify
them, but they sailed ahead. Importance of these
events in Portuguese history.
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Girls and boys – Fernando Sylvan (TIMOR)
-Importance of knowing authors from Portuguese
speaking countries
- The poem is about boys and girls fighting for
freedom. Boys and girls with weapons. Boys and
girls who die for freedom.
- Usual images on tv, newspapers, magazines…The
importance of mass media.
- It`s about this reality in TIMOR, some years ago.
The last line is a question about this realityshouldn`t we reflect on this?
-

rhythm and musicality of the poem in contrast
with the topic.

Black mother – Aguinaldo Fonseca (Cape Vert)
-Importance of knowing authors from Portuguese
speaking countries
- About a black mother, alone in the night, looking
at the dark sky. She sings while she`s rocking her
baby. The stars look like friendly hands waving to
her.
- Problem of racism and poverty in Africa are
highlighted here.
20

Magalhães,
Álvaro,
Triângulo Jota –
A Rosa do Egito

Category: teen
novel
Subcategory:
paranormal
adventure

- the paranormal (is there life after death?)
- the frontier between the living and the dead
- horror
- enigmas
- The complicity among the main characters, the
three friends Jorge, Joel and Joana (the triangle J)
is an attractive interface for the young readers
(11-13 years).
- They live different adventures together.
- A book series, this kind of book attracts younger
teenage boys because they read the characters as
friends, they are familiar to them. - The mysteries
they are engaged in to solve are related with
historical facts.
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- Joel is fascinated by Egyptian History, which
could be explored from a pedagogical point of
view in relation to curricular content.
- The inclusion of a poor boy in the group presents
a problematic social situation (poverty, a boy from
a dysfunctional family and without a home, a
blind grandfather, a thief father, a brother in
prison).
- The narrative has adventure and fantasy, but
also social problems of modern society.
When one of the boys discovers the place where
the embalming is done and sees the process, he
experiences the horror of the situation.
-

Science-fiction is also mixed with scientific
research, that must be hidden because the
world is not yet prepared to accept the
possibility of dead people returning to life,
like the Egyptologists, members of the Knights
of the Blue Rose, believe. The mystery of life
and death is present and there is an evolution
from the fantastic version to a scientific one.

Additional Comments:

Table 3
List of 10 digital sources (applications, games, webpages, FB pages etc.)

Title 1

www.geronimostilton.com
This is the website that supports the series.

Title 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saMl8zj5RJo
O Pequeno Príncipe - B546 O Planeta do Tempo / The Little Prince – B546 The
Time Planet , film animation with about 43 minutes

Title 3

http://www.planonacionaldeleitura.gov.pt/bibliotecadigital/index.php?idad
es=4
Several e-books available according to age groups.
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Title 4

Júnior
http://www.junior.te.pt/literatura_junior/index.html

Title 5

News website
http://superstars.kids.sapo.pt/

Title 6

Television clips on educational topics
http://ensina.rtp.pt/?

Title 7

https://www.facebook.com/GuerraDosTronos
Support to the series and flms

Title 8

www.uma-aventura.pt
Support to the Uma Aventura series

Title 9

Online interactive reading
http://www.cvc.instituto-camoes.pt/a-ler/historiasvirtuais.html#.VQF4hBs8bmI

Title 10

http://www.disney.pt/brave/videos/#/content/official-brave-trailer-2
Brave series

Title 11

www.nationalgeographic.pt
News and photos

Title 12

http://porumpunhadodeimagens.blogspot.pt/2015/03/novela-graficaquando-arte-sequencial.html
Comics

Table 4
Short description of digital sources

1
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Author + title

Category with brief
description

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

www.geronimostilton.com

webpage to support
graphic novel

Access to all the titles in the
diverse collections;

Subcategory:
adventure

You can watch trailers to the
books;

BoysReading.org

You can watch the film
adaptations on Panda channel
There is information on local
events, videogames and other
merchandising.
You can play online on Geronimo
Stilton scenarios.
You can read several other books
in the series online.
You can write a story for the
newspaper, draw on a cartoon
layout and sing and listen to
songs.
2

https://www.youtube.com Animation film on
/watch?v=saMl8zj5RJo
‘The Little Prince’

O Pequeno Príncipe - B546 O
Planeta do Tempo / The Little
Prince – B546 The Time Planet ,
film animation with about 43
minutes. Useful for triggering
discussion on how each
viewer/reader imagines
characters and spaces in Saint
Exupéry’s book.

3

http://www.planonacional
deleitura.gov.pt/biblioteca
digital/index.php

Website with several
e-books arranged by
age range

A Revolta das Palavras digitais by
Carlos Correia is an example of a
multimedia digital narrative,
which subverts reading
expectations of a book

4

http://www.junior.te.pt/lit
eratura

Editor Website with
reading guides

The books are advertised, but
there are reading guides that can
be used by teachers and parents
with suggestions on how to
motivate readers.

junior/index.html

Eg. Manuela Lapa’s Alex ponto
com – Joe Silicone vai á escola
5

http://superstars.kids.sap
o.pt/

News website
Non-fiction

Several sections that may interest
boys, such as sports, animals,
fashion, stars and games.
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Very short piece news with video
and photos
6

http://ensina.rtp.pt/?

Television news
website
Non-fiction

There are short news that may
interest boys, such as on science,
history, media, arts, school.

7

https://www.facebook.co
m/GuerraDosTronos

Support to the series
and flms by R.R.
Martin War of
Thrones

Video clips and trailers; Game of
Thrones as it would be if filmed in
Portugal; soundtrack; feature on
the invented languages of the
series; special effects, etc.

8

www.uma-aventura.pt

Website for reading
parts of the stories
of this series

There is the possibility of choosing
the book to read on a world map
according to the place where the
action took place.
There`s a summary of the story
and some quotes.
Photos taken by the authors are
also available and are interesting
possibilities of pedagogical
exploration.

9

http://www.cvc.institutocamoes.pt/a-ler/historiasvirtuais.html#.VQF4hBs8b
mI

Online
interactive Stories presented in short frames,
reading website
with multiple choice questions for
readers ; reading progression
depends on the right answer.

10

http://www.disney.pt/bra
ve/videos/#/content/offici
al-brave-trailer-2

Site with the film and Brave is an American computersome information
animated fantasy/comedy film set
about it
in the Scottish Highlands. The film
tells the story of a princess who
defies an age-old custom, causing
chaos in the kingdom. After
consulting a witch for help,
Merida accidentally transforms
her mother into a bear.
Besides the possibility of exploring
the film and the different topics it
raises, there is also information
about the way it was produced
(behind the scenes), which may
interest boys. Also the trips the
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producer team did to Scotland
may interest boys.
11

12

www.nationalgeographic.
pt

News and photos

http://porumpunhadodei
magens.blogspot.pt/2015/
03/novela-grafica-quandoarte-sequencial.html

Website to motivate
reading and writing
graphic novels

Non-fiction

Users can read news, watch
videos, see photos and send their
own photos to be selected each
month and posted on the website;
they can do puzzles with images
about animals, landscapes, or
other natural motifs, that change
every month. It’s possible to go to
facebook page and write opinions
about what one sees and reads
about.
Explanation and practical
examples about graphic novels.
Different approaches, but
essentially different kinds of
information.
It’s possible to write opinions
about comics, cinema, etc. but
there are ethical rules for
participation.
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2.7. Romania

Table 1

List of 20 books per national language
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Title 1

Mihai Eminescu, Făt Frumos din Lacrimă / Prince Charming of the Tear

Title 2

Ion Creangă, Capra cu trei iezi / The Goat with three kids

Title 3

Grigore Alexandrescu, Boul şi viţelul / The Ox and the Calf

Title 4

Barbu Ştefănescu Delavrancea, Domnul Vucea / Mister Vucea

Title 5

Anton Pann, Povestea vorbii / The story of the word

Title 6

Mihai Eminescu, Luceafărul / The Evening Star

Title 7

Constantin Chiriţă, Cireşarii / The Cherry Men

Title 8

Mark Twain, Aventurile lui Hucklebberry Finn / The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn

Title 9

Suzanne Collins, Jocurile Foamei / The Hunger Games

Title 10

Jack London, Colţ Alb / White Fang

Title 11

Liviu Rebreanu, Pădurea spânzuraţilor / The Forest of the Hanged

Title 12

Ion Creangă, Amintiri din copilărie / Memories from Childhood

Title 13

H. Beecher – Stowe, Coliba unchiului Tom / Uncle Tom's Cabin

Title 14

James Fenimore Cooper, Ultimul Mohican / The last of the Mohicans

Title 15

Mark Twain, Prinţ şi cerşetor / The Prince and the Pauper

Title 16

Neil Gaiman, Pulberea de stele / Stardust”

Title 17

J. K. Rowling, Harry Potter (series)

Title 18

J. R. R. Tolkien, Hobbitul / The Hobbit

Title 19

Robert Cormier, Războiul ciocolatei / The Chocolate War

Title 20

I. L. Caragiale, O scrisoare pierdută/ A lost letter
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Table 2
Short description of the books
Author + title

Category with brief description

1

Mihai Eminescu,
Făt Frumos din
Lacrimă / Prince
Charming of the
Tear

Fairy tale (”basm” in Romanian) The positive features of Prince
Charming and the brave happenings
It is a species of the epic genre, in which he is involved.
it is prose narrative rather than
verses, in which, by using Fairy tales are recommmended in
traditional means, fantastic the school curiculum. This author is
stories
are
recounted also
recommended
in
the
characters
or
they
are curriculum.
attributed to supernatural
characters or forces, from the
field of unreal.

2

Ion Creangă,
Capra cu trei iezi
/ The Goat with
three kids

Story (“poveste” in Romanian)

3

Grigore
Alexandrescu,
Boul şi viţelul /
The Ox and the
Calf

She stories, like the fairy tales,
are of popular origin and
combine the elements of
reality with fantasy. There are
no essential differences
between stories and fairy tales.
In fairy tales the fantastic
dominates, while in stories the
fantastic plays a secondary role
or sometimes is replaced with
elements of superstitions.
Fable („fabulă” in Romanian)
It is a species of the epic genre
in verses (rarely in prose),
which contains a short
allegorical story in which
human defects are satirized, in
order to correct them. The
characters are plants, animals
or even things. The
predominant figure of speech is
the personification.

Description of book action and
features that may interest boys

The fact that the events are
presented by the help of animals
but they are full of wisdom and
moral, allusions to life and actions
of man being easily identifiable.
The goat-mother is a not only an
educator but also a fighter
performing the act of justice.
Stories are recommmended in the
school curiculum. This author is
also recommended in the
curriculum.
The short happening itself, whose
protagonists are animals. The
characters take part in the action
having the role of a « mask » under
which the reader may guess
features and personalities…
Fables are recommmended in the
school curiculum. This author is
also recommended in the
curriculum.
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4

5

6

Barbu Ştefănescu
Delavrancea,
Domnul Vucea /
Mister Vucea

Anton Pann,
Povestea vorbii /
The story of the
word

Mihai Eminescu,
Luceafărul / The
Evening Star

Short narrative (“nuvelă” in
Romanian)
It is a species of the epic genre
in prose, relatively small (it
ranges between sketch and
novel), with a central storyline
and rigorous epic construction,
with a concentrated conflict,
involving a small number of
characters.

The school atmosphere described
in the narrative, the bad behavior
of the teacher with his pupils, the
treatment he applied to them, how
he was incompetent and ridiculous
and especially the feelings of the
narrator.
Short narratives are
recommmended in the school
curiculum. This author is also
recommended in the curriculum.

Proverbs and sayings
(“proverbe şi zicători” in
Romanian)

The amusing verses are especially
the moral, lessons and precepts
resulting from proverbs.

It is a popular moral precept
born of experience, expressed
by an elliptical suggestive
formula, usually metaphorical,
rhythmic or rhymed.

Proverbs and saying are
recommmended in the school
curiculum. This author is also
recommended in the curriculum.

Poetry (“poezie” in Romanian)

It is considered Mihai Eminescu’s
masterpiece. It is a world-famous
poem. It has a great literary value.
The World Records Academy
announced in January 2009 that
Luceafărul had been officially
recognized as being the longest
love poem ever made. It’s a “must”
in any pupil education.

It is a modality of the literature
to express the artistic message
by using expressive images, a
concentrated language,
affection, rhyme, rhythm, etc.;
it is a literary creation in
verses/lyrics.

Poetry is recommmended in the
school curiculum. This poet is also
recommended in the curriculum.
7
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Constantin
Chiriţă, Cireşarii /
The Cherry Men

Adventure novel (“roman de
aventuri” in Romanian)
It is a species of the epic genre,
of large size, having a complex
content, developed during a
given period, populated by
many characters, assuming a
certain depth of the
observations, complicated by
numerous and unusual actions,
recorded in the most unusual
places.

The characters/heroes are
children/teenagers. The
adventures are captivating and can
happen (are possible) to any young
person. It’s a book about team and
friends.
Adventure novel is
recommmended in the school
curiculum.
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8

Mark Twain,
Aventurile lui
Hucklebberry
Finn / The
Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn

Adventure novel (“roman de
aventuri” in Romanian)
As above

The feeling of authenticity, the
world of rivers, forests, caves and
islands.
The boyish Huckleberry Finn, who,
in a society wrongly composed as
that existing in the southern of the
United States before the Civil War
of 1861-1865, although he was
deprived of education and of "good
manners" he had more more
humanity than the adults more or
less cultivated, that he meets in the
small city of St. Petersburg and in
other cities on the banks of the
Mississippi River.

This book is recommmended in
the school curiculum.
9

Suzanne Collins,
Jocurile Foamei /
The Hunger
Games

Adventure / Science Fiction
(“aventură/SF” in Romanian)
SciFi is a type of narrative prose
that celebrates unreal
situations and events, based on
scientific premises. The themes
are connected to space
exploration, penetration into
unknown worlds or worlds
considered as being
inaccessible until a certain
moment of time.

The courage, power and
committment of the main
character, who is a feminin one.
The extraordinary actions and
events that takes place. The
feeling of being a winner, despite
fear, desperation, difficulties and
challenges.
Although SciFi genre is not directly
included in the school curriculum,
boys of 11-15 years prefer it and
read this book.

Adventure: as above
10

11

Jack London,
Colţ Alb / White
Fang

Adventure (“aventură” in
Romanian)

Liviu Rebreanu,
Pădurea
spânzuraţilor /
The Forest of the
Hanged

Realist Balzacian novel (“roman
realist balzacian” in Romanian)

As above

It is the subject to what we
might call an implicit contract
with the reader: what is said is
true, however, it is a fictional
work and everything is

The wildness, the danger, White
Fang’s domestication process, the
friendship between the wolf and
the man.
Boys are in general interested
about war stories and events. The
main character is a very complex
one. It’s a book (drama) about life,
death, love, duty, God, suffering
and redemption, redefined in a
special context.
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invented. This is an issue which
may seem paradoxical, but that
includes the essence of the
realist novel: what I read would
have happened.
12

13

Ion Creangă,
Amintiri din
copilărie /
Memories from
Childhood

H. Beecher –
Stowe, Coliba
unchiului Tom /
Uncle Tom's
Cabin

Childhood books / literature for
children&teenagers (“cărţile
copilăriei/literatură pentru
copii şi tineri” in Romanian)
It can be broadly defined as
anything that children read or
more specifically defined as
fiction, non-fiction, poetry, or
drama intended for and used
by children and young people.
Torugh its thematic content,
children’s literature researches
the own knowledge universe of
the child, his/her wishes and
aspirations connected to
family, childhood.
Anti-slavery novel / Novel of
social protest (“roman antiscalvie/roman de protest
social” in Romanian)
Novel with a strong abolitionist
message.
The social novel, also known as
the social problem (or social
protest) novel, is a "work of
fiction in which a prevailing
social problem, such as gender,
race, or class prejudice, is
dramatized through its effect
on the characters of a novel".
More specific examples of
social problems that are
addressed in such works,
include poverty, conditions in
factories and mines, the plight
of child labor, violence against
women, rising criminality, and
epidemics because of over-
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Realist novel is recommmended in
the school curiculum. This author
is also recommended in the
curriculum.
The archaic language, the rustic
and archaic atmosphere. The
rogueries and mischiefs, the
“taste” of childhood when you can
do whatever you want...
This work and this author is
recommended in the curriculum.

An unknown univers – the one of
slaves – their suffering, their
courage. The quests and the
shared story of several characters
who struggle to find their liberty.
This book is recommmended in
the school curiculum.
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crowding, and poor sanitation
in cities.
14

15

16

James Fenimore
Cooper, Ultimul
Mohican / The
last of the
Mohicans

Historical novel (“roman
istoric” in Romanian)

Mark Twain,
Prinţ şi cerşetor /
The Prince and
the Pauper

Realistic fiction (“ficţiune
realistă” in Romanian)

Neil Gaiman,
Pulberea de stele
/ Stardust”

Prose-Fiction / Fantasy (“proză
de ficţiune /fantezie” in
Romanian)

Is a novel that has as its setting
a period of history and that
attempts to convey the spirit,
manners, and social conditions
of a past age with realistic
detail and fidelity (which is in
some cases only apparent
fidelity) to historical fact. The
work may deal with actual
historical personages, or it may
contain a mixture of fictional
and historical characters. It
may focus on a single historic
event. More often it attempts
to portray a broader view of a
past society in which great
events are reflected by their
impact on the private lives of
fictional individuals.

Aspects from the life of Indians, the
adventurous situations, the
masculine challenges. The
difficulties of the frontier and
bridges the divide between white
and Indian cultures. The changes of
the characters over the course of
the novel.

The two male characters, their
identical appearance and the role
play generated based on that, the
contrasts (poor-rich, good-bad,
truth-lie).

It is a genre consisting of
stories that could have actually
occurred to people or animals
This author is recommmended in
in a believable setting. These
the school curiculum.
stories resemble real life, and
fictional characters within
these stories react similarly to
real people. Stories that are
classified as realistic fiction
have plots that highlight social
or personal events or issues
that mirror contemporary life,
such as falling in love,
marriage, finding a job, divorce,
alcoholism, etc. They depict our
world and our society.

The action, the love, the multitude
of surreal (fantastic) characters and
happenings: witches, the lion and
the unicorn, plotting elf-lords, ships
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Prose fiction is an imaginary
story, usually written down,
that someone tells in everyday,
natural language. The opposite
of nonfiction and poetry, it lets
people leave reality, exploring
characters and events that
typically are limited only by the
scope of the writer’s
imagination. It generally uses a
variety of techniques such as
narrative and has a wide range
in terms of length.

that sail the sky, magical
transformations, curses whose
effects rebound, binding conditions
with hidden loopholes and all the
rest.

Fantasy is a genre that typically
features the use of magic or
other supernatural phenomena
in the plot, setting, or theme.
Magical or mythological
creatures often feature, as well
as races other than humans,
such as elves, dwarves, or
goblins. The worlds within
fantasy books are usually
medieval in style, both in terms
of technology and culture. This
is what primarily sets fantasy
apart from SciFi.
17

J. K. Rowling,
Harry Potter
(series)

Fantasy / Young-adult fiction
(“fantezie/ficţiune pentru
tineri” in Romanian)
As above

The fact that the good wins always
against the evill, the courage of
Harry Potter, the friendship and
the reliability of friends, the
magical atmosphere with surreal
elements and happenings.
Fantasy is is recommmended in
the school curiculum. The author
and the book itself is worldfamous.

18

J. R. R. Tolkien,
Hobbitul / The
Hobbit

Fantasy (“fantezie” in
Romanian)
As above

The quest, the heroism in general.
The cute, small but funny and
courageus character Bilbo Baggins.
The diversity of the surrreal
characters (elfs, hobbits, orcs,
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wargs, walking and speaking trees,
good and bad wizards).
The dynamism of the action.
19

20

Robert Cormier,
Războiul
ciocolatei / The
Chocolate War

Young Adults novel (“roman
pentru tineri” in Romanian)
Literature written for and
marketed to young adults.
Characteristics of a young adult
novel usually include several of
the following: (1) a teenage (or
young adult) protagonist; (2)
first-person perspective; (3)
adult characters in the
background; (4) a limited
number of characters; (5) a
compressed time span and
familiar setting; (6) current
slang; (7) detailed descriptions
of appearance and dress; (8)
positive resolution; (9) few, if
any, subplots; (10) an
approximate length of 125 to
250 pages.

I. L. Caragiale, O Realistic comedy (“comedie
realistă” in Romanian)
scrisoare
pierdută/ A lost
Any comedy employing the
letter
methods of realism. It is
opposed to the romantic
comedy. It is strongly satirical
and sometimes cynical, is
interested in both individuals
and types, and rests on
observation of life. The appeal
is intellectual and the texture
coarse.

The courage to defy authorities, to
stand up and fight against
unfair/stupid rules, stereotypes
and practices (of a students’ secret
society).
Although it is not in the school
curriculum, the theme, genre and
content seem suitable for 11-15
year boys.

The funny language and amusing
dialogue, the different typology of
the characters, the comedy of
situation.
The complexity of the plot, the
message transmitted, the moral.
This book is recommended in the
school curriculum.
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Table 3
List of 10 digital sources (applications, games, webpages, FB pages etc.)

Title 1

Candy Crush Saga

Title 2

FIFA

Title 3

Need For Speed

Title 4

Gran Turismo (series)

Title 5

Spiderman

Title 6

Counter Strike

Title 7

Shrek

Title 8

Disney Infinity

Title 9

Minecraft

Title 10

Ben Ten

Table 4
Short description of digital sources

1

Author + title

Category with brief
description

Candy Crush Saga –
developed by the British
company King Digital
Entertainment

Online game: it is the most This application starts boys’
popular and most played game appetite for competition, the
on Facebook
level distribution of the game
- it is a combined game, of determines them to best
the « Match 3 » type, in which themselves, to make them want
you must make combinations more and to develop their taste
of at least 3 candy of the same for victory.
type in order to eliminate them
from the game board. If you
have made a combination of 4
candies, you will get a candy
which destroys an entire
column, if you have made a
combination of 5 candies, you
get a bomb candy, which will
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Description of book action and
features that may interest
boys
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destroy a lot of candy of the
board. Each level can be
completed if you collect points
within the offered time limit.
The sweet stick on the left
shows you the level of points
accumulated, so that if the stick
is completely colored, you will
pass to a higher level. So each
level is « time-attack » (a race
against time). If you manage to
collect the necessary points you
are promoted to a higher level.
2

FIFA - developed by EA Digital game: it can be played This game instills in boys a
Sports
on PC, Play Station or X-Box.
competitive spirit, helps them in
Football (soccer) games are the developing their knowledge in a
most preferred by boys, different language (usually
especially those ages 11-15. English), they can play with
Boys are passionate even from other participants in the same
an early age with playing with time so they will build
the ball, so the online friendships, they can manage a
environment offers a multitude team, in this way they assume
responsibilities...
of such games as well.

3

Need For Speed
developed by
Electronic Arts

– NFS is a series of racing games
available on PC, Nintendo,
Xbox, PlayStation and Nokia NGage.
The NFS series is praised for its
efforts to promote numerous
brands of automobiles (ex:
Porsche, McLaren, Ferrari
etc.).....

4

The Gran Turismo series
is
developed
by Polyphony Digital and
produced
by Kazunori
Yamauchi

Gran Turismo Italian for "Grand
Tourer" or "Grand Touring",
(abbreviated GT) is a popular
and critically acclaimed series
of racing
video
games developed exclusively
for PlayStation systems, Gran
Turismo games are intended to
emulate the appearance and

This game instills in the young
boys the passion to drive
vehicles. Thus, they will become
more aware of the dangers and
unforeseen situations that may
arise in traffic. Also, the racing
game series has the role of
amplifying and deepening
knowledge referring both to the
history as well as the technical
details of a car...
The Gran Turismo video game
series has been one of the most
popular over its lifetime,
appealing to an audience
ranging from casual gamers to
fans of realistic PC racing sims.
not
all
series
are
recommended for the 11-15 age
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performance of a large
selection of vehicles, nearly all
of
which
are
licensed
reproductions of real-world
automobiles.
Since
the
franchise's debut in December
1997, over 70 million units have
been sold worldwide for
the PlayStation, PlayStation
2, PlayStation
3,
and PlayStation
Portable,
making it the highest selling
video game franchise under the
PlayStation brand.

category, however parents do
not
follow
the
recommendations when they
purchase them

5

Spiderman – character The Spiderman character sits at
created by
the foundation of a powerful
Stan Lee and Steve Dikto industry which consists of
games, comics, movies and
other multimedia articles, all
belonging to a wide range of
products. In general lines, the
life of a young student is
described, which takes an
unexpected turn when he is
bitten by a radioactive spider
and becomes Spiderman. From
that moment onward he gains
supernatural
strength,
becomes a hero and fights
against evil-doers.

This character draws boys’
attention by his way of turning
from a normal young man into a
superhero. The action is everpresent, the fight scenes against
bad guys influences their
behavior most of the time they
become aggressive. On the
other hand the Spiderman
character fights to save victims
from evil-doers, a fact which can
instill in young boys a positive
character, of a fighting spirit for
humanity.

6

Counter-Strike
Counter-Strike is a variant of
Producer: Valve Software the well know game Half-Life
which is part of the tactical
Distributor: Valve
First-Person
Shooter (FPS)
Software
class, is abbreviated "CS",
Platforms: PC
created by Minh Le and Jess
Gen: Shooter
Cliffe. This mod was developed
into a series of versions since
de original launch, which

Since the month of May 2006 up
to the present, Counter-Strike is
the most played FPS in the
world. In the year 2002 there
were over 30.000 servers
populated on the Internet for
Counter-Strike, the second
place
going
to
Unreal
Tournament with

- the realism of the game also
adds a plus of violence
- it is preferred by boys,
especially because of the
realism of the game, and
implicitly its violence
- the
scenes/props/geographical
space, are real, updated
according to recently launched
series, hence the child’s desire
to play continuously and with
real-time updates.
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includes at present CounterStrike Condition Zero, CounterStrike Source and CounterStrike for the Xbox platform.
The last version of this game is
Counter-Strike
Global
Offensive.

approximately 9.800 servers. In
2004, the GameSpy statistics
showed that over 85.000 users
were simultaneously playing
Counter-Strike,
and
in
2006, Steam regularly
shows
that 200.000 users are playing
Counter-Strike.
- it has the advantage of being
capable of networked play,
online, which brings a plus of
socialization
- it is a game which targets an
age group older than the one in
question, so it implicitly brings
an extra of interest for the
category in question
- it has remarkable graphics,
although it is pretty violent
- it gives the possibility to group
and play in a team
- it also offers the possibility of
remuneration, which is a reason
for which it gained such ground,
both at an individual as well as
at a group level.

7

Shrek - film created by “Shrek” has a special meaning,
the
Dream
Works this word meaning “fear”,
Animation Studios
“terror”. It is part of the
category of animation movies,
in which is presented the
adventure of an ogre named
Shrek (Mike Myers) who lived
in a distant swamp and whose
precious serenity was suddenly
disturbed by the invasion of
fairytale characters, some blind
mice in his food, a big bad wolf
in his bed, the three little pigs
and a host of other characters
exiled from their kingdom by
Lord Farquaad the Evil.

This movie is interesting for
children aged 11-15 (and not
only) because it contains funny,
comical scenes which make
them laugh and feel god. The
suspense isn’t missing, a fact
which makes the boys curious to
see the story to its end. Also the
romantic moment between
Fiona and Shrek is important
because a parallel is drawn to
real life and so they become
aware of the relationships
between persons of opposite
sexes. The movie also describes
the relationship of friendship
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8

Disney
Infinity is
an actionadventure sandbox video
game developed
by Avalanche
Software and published
by Disney
Interactive
Studios

Shrek must save princess Fiona
(Cameron
Diaz),
which
Farquaad intends to marry,
from the claws of a dragon.
Shrek is accompanied in his
adventures by a very talkative
donkey (Eddie Murphy), who
will discover a terrible secret of
princess Fiona’s.

between Shrek and the talking
donkey, which will help the
boys, future adolescents, to
make close friends.

The game was released
for Xbox
360, PlayStation
3,Wii, Wii U, and Nintendo
3DS in August 2013. A PC
version of Toy Box was also
released on November 14,
2013.
The
second
edition, Disney Infinity: Marvel
Super Heroes, was released on
September 23, 2014.

There are two main modes in
this game: Play Set and Toy
Box. Each playset is essentially a
self-contained world with its
own gameplay, based on a
specific film or series with
recognizable characters and
storylines. Characters from one
world cannot enter into another
world, but players can put any
characters together in Toy Box
mode. Toy Box is a sandbox
mode that players can fully
customize and explore.

Disney Infinity is an actionadventure game with physical
toys, open world creation and
story-driven
gameplay.
Characters, playsets and other
features are brought into the
game using figurines and discs
with the included Infinity Base.
With the exception of nonhumanoid characters, such as
those from the Cars series,
each character has a double
jump and a default set of
attacks, as well as an ability
unique to each figure.

- the heroes involved in the
action are correlated with those
from
cartoons/animated
movies;
- the game does not involve a
high level of violence
- the characters chosen are
especially characters preferred
by boys, namely heroes, male
characters
- it develops the boys creativity,
via the two modes of play, the
second one offering the
possibility of personalization,
both of the framework as well
as the characters/actions.

9

Minecraft
Developers: Microsoft
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Minecraft is a sandbox game The basic gameplay revolves
written in Java, initially around constructions. The game
developed by the creator world is, in essence, made up of
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Editors : Microsoft

Markus Alexej Persson and now
Designers: Markus Notch by his company, Mojang. The
Persson
and
Jens game is centered on creativity
and construction, allowing
Bergensten
players to build, using textured
cubes, in a 3D/2D world. There
are three modes of play Creative,
Survival
and
Adventure (Hardcore). The
Creative Mode is centered
exclusively on creativity and
construction,
the
player
possessing
unlimited
resources, while in the Survival
one the players must obtain the
resources themselves and it
contains monsters, hit points
(life) and other extra elements
and characteristics.

cubic blocks arranged in a fixed
grid model, which represents
the different materials, like
sand, rock, various minerals,
water, tree trunks etc. While the
players may travel freely in the
entire world, the objects and
articles may only be placed at
fixed points in relation to the
grid. The player may gather
these resource « blocks » and
put them somewhere else, in
this way creating different
potential constructions. The
game has preset achievements
and starting with version 1.0.0
the game can be won, by
building the portal towards End.
After you have killed the dragon
you can still return to the
dimension you left.
-it is an educational game, and
preferred by parents
- it does not contain a high
degree of violence
-it
develops
thinking

imagination,

- it is a game that always keeps
its players attentive and
interested, and it targets
different
categories
of
personalities, depending on the
modes of play.
10

Ben Ten – created by
"Man of Action", a group
composed of Duncan
Rouleau, Joe Casey, Joe
Kelly, and Steven T.
Seagle, and produced by
Cartoon
Network
studios.

It is an animation series but it is
also found in the form of a
digital game in which Ben has
to deal with alien attacks.
These are armed to the teeth
but Ben also has new and
devastating powers to destroy
them.

11-15 year old boys are
interested in this game / series,
because the battles being
fought between the aliens and
Ben instills in them the fighting
spirit to save mankind. It blends
reality with fiction (the
traditional summer trip of the
young man to his grandparents
with the fact that he suddenly
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becomes a superhero with the
powers offered by the watch he
finds in the woods), a fact which
peaks their interest, their
curiosity to know the end of the
story. The series / game is filled
with action scenes that keep the
boys on the edge of their seats.
Additional Comments:
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